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May 24, 2014

Vanakkam.

On behalf of Tamil Nadu Foundation Board and the TNF 
2014 Convention Committee, it is with immense privilege 
and pleasure I welcome you all to the 40th Anniversary 
celebration of our organization in St Charles, IL.

Many of the current members in TNF had not even arrived 
in USA on Thanksgiving Day of 1974 when a handful of Tamils 
led by Dr. P.G. Periasamy and Dr. R. Perumalswami gathered 
around a dining table to formalize a commitment they have long since made - to do 
something to help the less fortunate in Tamil Nadu. As befits an organization that 
started 40 years ago, with humble beginnings, TNF has grown up to a fully equipped 
Center with dedicated staff in Chennai to execute various charitable projects across 
Tamil Nadu.

This year’s convention is being organized in association with Chicago Tamil Sangam, 
which is celebrating 45 years of service to Tamils in the Chicago Metro area and the 
newly revived TNF Chicago Chapter. The relentless efforts and hard work of volunteers 
from Chicago Tamil Sangam, and TNF members from Chicago and other parts of US 
enabled a successful convention.

The proceeds from the convention are dedicated to launch TNF ABC Project in 
Cuddalore district. TNF Chicago chapter has committed to support the selected 
schools for a period of five years. A contribution of $99 will support a deserving 
student for a year with the extra coaching and guidance needed to overcome their 
limitation and complete their school education. Please donate, and let’s change a 
child’s future for the better!

True to the mission of TNF, you have all taken pleasure in sharing your fortunes. My 
sincere appreciation to all the donors and sponsors, whose generous contributions 
made this convention possible. Thank you all for your unwavering support to TNF 
through the years, and your support in years to come.

Sincerely,

P.K. Aravazhi
President
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Chicago Tamil Sangam

PO Box 4916 Naperville IL 60567 
A Registered, Non-profit, Tax Exempt, Cultural Organization

www.chicagotamilsangam.org

Dear Friends,

I would like to start of by saying that I am truly 
blessed to be the President of Chicago Tamil Sangam 
at this point of time to celebrate and take pride in the 
excellence of our community’s activities. I take immense 
pleasure in welcoming everyone to this mega celebration. 
I would also like to recognize the contributions of various 
people who could not make it to this event.

Can you imagine how your life would be if you had moved to Illinois 45 years 
ago? At the time, there was no thriving Tamil community in Chicago. Phone charges 
were so high that you could only talk to your families in India during the weekends. 
You were stuck at your house most of the time with limited Indian grocery shops and 
restaurants. Times have certainly changed since then and I want to take a moment 
to remember and appreciate the services of those individuals in the beginning that 
helped to start our Tamil community in this area. They are the people who brought 
together this Sangam and helped us unite, socialize and share our values & culture. 
The children of our community were able to gain confidence in life and foster better 
relationships and leadership skills by participating in various cultural events. Given our 
rich history, we should all be proud that we have grown so much in the past 45 years 
and still continue to grow every day. The quality of the programs and professionalism 
in execution by the members of this Sangam are very much appreciated and 
recognized in the community.

Apart from doing cultural and social programs, the current board has been 
committed to bring lot of charity work in the United States and Tamil Nadu. I need all 
of your continued support to plan and deliver that work to our community. On behalf 
of all of our Sangam and the board I want to thank the Tamil Nadu Foundation for 
giving us an opportunity to host this convention here and be part of the ABC project 
in the Cuddalore district.

Happy Anniversary Chicago Tamil Sangam & Tamilnadu Foundation!

Thank you

Somu Thiru,
President, Chicago Tamil Sangam.
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Ü¡¹¬ìf˜ õí‚è‹,

î£÷£ŸPˆ î‰î ªð£¼œâ™ô£‹ î‚è£˜‚°
«õ÷£‡¬ñ ªêŒî™ ªð£¼†´

â¡Á õœÀõ˜ è£†®ò õNJ™, èôƒ°‹ àœ÷ƒèÀ‚°‚ èôƒè¬ó M÷‚è£è 
ñ†´I¡P Ýîó¾ èó‹ c†® è¬ó «ê˜‚°‹ îI›ï£´ Üø‚è†ì¬÷J¡  
40õ¶ Ý‡´ ñ£ï£†´ ñô¬ó ªõOJ´õF™ ªð¼‹ ñA›„C Ü¬ìA«ø£‹.

ªê‹ªñ£Nò£‹ îI› ªñ£N«ò î‹ àJ˜ Í„² â¡Á‹, îI› ªï…êƒèO¡ 
«îì™èÀ‚° õNè£†®ò£è¾‹, îI¿ø¾ õ÷˜‰Fì¾‹ Üòó£¶ à¬ö‚°‹ 
Cè£«è£ îI›„ êƒèˆF¡ 45õ¶ Ý‡´ ñô¬ó ªõOJ´õF™ ªð¼‹ 
ñA›„C Ü¬ìA«ø£‹.

å¼º¬ø ñ†´‹ ð®ŠðîŸè£ù Mõóƒèœ â¡Á Þ™ô£ñ™ â¡ªø¡Á‹ 
ðò¡ð´‹ õ¬èJ™, è†´¬óèœ, èM¬îèœ, ¶µ‚°èœ, M÷‹ðóƒèœ 
ñ†´I¡P Üø‚è†ì¬÷J¡ ªêò™ F†ìƒè¬÷»‹ ðF¾ ªêŒòŠð†´œ÷¶.

Þ‰î ñ£ï£†´ ñô˜ àƒèœ ¬èèO™ îõ¿‹ªð£¿¶ ªõÁ‹ õ‡í‹ 
G¬ø‰î ñôó£è ñ†´‹ Þ¡P, Þ÷‹ H…² Cø£˜èO¡ «ó£ê£ Þî›èœ 
MKò, i²‹ ñíˆ¶ì¡ ªè£‡ì Ìƒªè£ˆî£è Þ¼‰Fì«õ‡´‹ â¡Aø 
º¬øJ™ õ®õ¬ñˆ¶œ«÷£‹.

Þ‰î ñô˜ õ‡íñ£è¾‹ õ£êñ£è¾‹ ñô˜‰Fì Iè àîMèóñ£è Þ¼‰î 
M÷‹ðóî£ó˜èœ, ï¡ªè£¬ìò£÷˜èœ ñŸÁ‹ ð¬ìŠð£Oèœ Ü¬ùõ¼‚°‹ 
âƒèœ ñùî£ó ï¡PJ¬ù ªîKMˆ¶‚ ªè£œA«ø£‹.

ñE °í«êèó¡
ñ£ï£†´ ñô˜ ÝCKò˜

ñ£ï£†´ ñô˜ °¿

ªê¡Q Þ‰Fóó£x
â‹. ð£vèó¡

ÝCKòKìI¼‰¶...
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Greetings!
It is with great pleasure and pride that I wish to congratulate 

the President, Board of Directors and the members of Tamil Nadu Foundation AND 

Tamil Sangam of Chicago for celebrating the 40th Birthday of TNF in Chicago, USA.

TNF was given birth to on a Thanksgiving Day in 1974 by four families (Perumalsamy 

& Vadivu, Palanisamy & Sukumari, Thiagarajan & Sellam, Periasamy & Visalakshi) who 

were at my residence in Baltimore, Maryland. The objective was to give something 

back to our motherland by way of providing services and resources. What was started 

as a humble effort has now become a major non-profit charitable organisation and for 

the last 40 years, many members of our Tamil community in the US and Canada have 

undertaken many important projects in Tamilnadu by their generous contribution and 

participation. Our efforts may be small, but our idea that we should share something 

with our place of birth is remarkable and significant. Sharing is always a noble act and 

the fact that so many of our Tamilians are helping our Tamilnadu through TNF makes 

everyone of us feel proud of our heritage and culture.

There are many challenges in Tamilnadu today and your efforts and participation 

in meeting these challenges to whatever extent possible is unique and extraordinary. 

TNF may not be able to address all issues, but the thought that we must do something 

for our motherland is what matters most. We are united in our efforts, not only to 

help Tamilnadu but also to foster and develop our friendship, culture and tradition 

in a unified manner. I feel indeed very proud of our people in the North America. It 

is my privilege to convey my Greetings for the success of this 40th Birthday of TNF.

Dr. Palani G. Periasamy
First Founder President, TNF

“Tamilnadu”
7142, Rivers Edge Road
Columbia, Md 21044
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Dear Friends,

I am honored to share my thoughts on the subject 
of TNF from my historical perspective since its inception 
in 1974. Vadivu, our one-year old daughter Santhi and I 
were invited by Visa and Dr. Periasamy for spending the 
Thanksgiving weekend of 1974 in their Baltimore, MD 
residence. There we met two other families: Chellam 
& Dr. Thiagarajan and Sukumari & Dr. Palanisamy. We 
had all one thing in common, we are all graduates of 
PSG Colleges, both Arts and Technology. Personally, my 
association with Dr. Periasamy goes back to my Junior 
year at Tech (1962) when he came to teach Economics 
at the Arts College. During the ‘74 Thanksgiving meet 
we would engage in (mainly a lot of talk mostly by the 
men!) discussing ways of helping our friends we left back 
in Tamil Nadu. At that time we ourselves have not all that 
well settled here in the USA. Inspite of that, we would go 
about talking how to do something to help the people of 
Tamil Nadu! All this talk must have gotten to our spouses 
for during the Thanksgiving dinner, Chellam Theagarajan 
challenged us all to do something rather than just 
talking! Actually, she said to the effect, that our talk 
wouldn’t amount to anything! Stung by this challenge, 
one of the four suggested that we put $5 per month per 
family starting in November ‘74 and worry later about 
what to do with the funds. No one wanted to keep the 
collection at first! It was decided that by a luck of the lot 
a person will be selected to hold the money. That luck 
landed on Vadivu, the first un-official Treasurer of TNF! 
We left the Periasamy’s place with an understanding that 
we will talk to our close friends to see if they can join us. 
We did get good response from our friends. A group of 
eight families met during the 1975 July 4th weekend in 
Pocono mountains of Pennsylvania. At Pocono, the small 
group came up with the name of Tamil Nadu Foundation 
for the new organization, after much debate I should 
add. A set of By Laws was hammered out and the first 
slate of “elected” officers was also concluded with Dr. 
Periasamy as President and I as Vice President. It was 
more like division of labor than a contest! Dr. Periasamy 
served during 1975-77 and I served as President during 

1977-79. I served another year as an ex-officio- cum 
Director. I am proud to have played a role in the first 6 
years of TNF to make it a growing and popular charitable 
organization. During these years, Vadivu and I added two 
more daughters (Ponni and Chithra) to our family, I had 
a major job change and most importantly, Vadivu and 
I met many charity minded and compassionate Tamil 
Friends. As they say the rest is history!

Few significant dates and accomplishments in which 
I was personally involved during my active days in TNF:

November 29, 1974: Founding of a charitable concept 
with three other friends and families at Dr. Periasamy’s 
residence in Baltimore, MD. that would eventually 
become TNF

August I, 1975: Drafting the Articles of Association with 
seven other friends

May 1, 1976: First fund raising for TNF by selling 
Indian snacks cooked by members’ spouses at an 
international festival in Pemberton High School, NJ

June 12, 1976: First donation to Tamil Nadu was a large 
consignment of used clothes from Pittsburgh (and 
later from other cities)

June 24, 1976: IRS extends tax-exempt status to TNF 
with a stipulation that resulted in the modified 5th 
article of the By-Laws: To provide assistance at times 
of emergency when people’s lives are threatened 
by floods, droughts, famines, etc. Note the phrase 
Tamil Nadu is not in this article thus giving members 
an opportunity to respond to human tragedies that 
might occur anywhere in the world including Tamil 
Nadu.

July 3, 1976: First Annual General Body Meeting of TNF 
at the Physics Hall, University of Maryland, College 
Park, MD; 23 families in attendance. Significant topics 
of discussion were: Membership drive, Fund Raising, 
reduction of Membership Fees and Quality / Quantity 
of Members.

TNF - Birth Story
Dr. R. Perumalswami
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September 4-6,1976: Major membership “drive” 
(literally speaking the car drive from and to Cherry 
Hill, NJ and Baltimore, MD to Detroit and Chicago was 
over 2000 miles in three days!) with meeting groups 
of friends at Ashland, OH, Detroit, MI and Chicago, IL 
that increased the membership significantly

December 17 & 31, 1976: First significant fund raising 
for Madras Flood Relief (the flood of Nov 29, 1976 
caused great loss of life and property in and around 
Madras) amounted to two TNF checks for $200 each.

April 30, 1977: The motion to reduce the annual 
membership fees from $60 to $25 fails.

May 28-30, 1977: Second Annual General Body 
Meeting at Hidden Hollow Camp, Belleville, OH 
and 43 families.in attendance. Keynote address by 
Dr.M.Anandakrishnan (formerly Consular in charge 
of Science and Technology affairs at the Embassy of 
India, Washington, D.C) This was a free-for-all meeting 
with many members participating in discussions! 
TNF Projects initiated dealt with Rural Development, 
School Sanitation, etc

July 1-3, 1978: Third Annual 
General Body Meeting at 

the University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, MI and 35 families 

attended. Keynote speech by Mr. 
K. Swaminathan (formerly with the 

All India Institute of Management in 
Calcutta) Significant accomplishments 

of the past year included Pannai Patti 
Rural Development Project, Namakkal Kavinger 
Ramalingam Pillai Award, Tamil Pandithar Erode 
Deivasigamani Scholarship, Opening of TNF Chapter 
in Tamil Nadu and contribution to the flood relief 
efforts for Johnstown, PA and Tamil Nadu. This 
meeting set an example for frugality because 
donation from attendees ($665) exceeded expenses 
($631)! The MI host families provided home-cooked 
food also!! Evening entertainment consisted of two 
movies: Nenjil Or Alayam and Gayathri. Memorial Day 
weekend was suggested for future Annual Meetings 
of TNF.

May 26-28, 1979: Fourth Annual General Body 
Meeting at Sea Colony, Bethany Beach, DE and 35 
(same number as previous year!) families attended. 
Significant events during the past year included: 
Membership fee reduction from $60 to $25 per year, 
120 lbs of used clothes collected in Detroit area and 
sent to Tamil Nadu, Rural Development Project’s three 
programs:non-formal evening teaching for children 
not attending day schools, co-operative mat weaving 
loom for unemployed youth and low interest loans 
to village artisans and service providers.
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May 24-26, 1980: Fifth Annual General Body Meeting 
at West Virginia Tech, Montgomery, West Virginia 
and 48 families attended. Keynote address by Mr. 
G. Parthasarathy, 1st Secretary and Press Consular, 
Embassy of India, Washington, D.C Membership 
count stood at 210. families. Several new projects 
including TNF Memorial Scholarship at Diamond 
Jubilee High School in Gobichettipalayam up and 
running!

May 23-25, 1981: Sixth Annual General Body Meeting 
at the Fontbonne College, St Louis.

May 24-26, 1980: Fifth Annual General Body Meeting 
at West Virginia Tech, Montgomery, West Virginia 
and 48 families attended. Keynote address by Mr. 
G. Parthasarathy, 1st Secretary and Press Consular, 
Embassy of India, Washington, D.C. Membership 
count stood at 210 families. Several new projects 
including TNF Memorial Scholarship at Diamond 
Jubilee High School in Gobichettipalayam up and 
running!

May 23-25, 1981: Sixth Annual General Body Meeting at 
the Fontbonne College, St Louis, MO and 24 families 
in attendance. Keynote address by Dr. R.J. Rajasekhar 
Reddy, Chairman, Swallows in India, Madras. It is 

worth noting that one participating “young member” 
Dr. Ayee Goundan, who asked a question on TNF 
project scope, has gone on to create one of the 
largest TNF sponsored projects, “AGN Matriculation 
School” at Konganapuram, Salem District.

In parting I like to add that TNF was founded on 
the belief that one could do charitable work regardless 
of one’s wealth, status or age. There are two options: 
one is to contribute to an ongoing TNF project of your 
choice, similar to the concept of contributing to United 
Way, namely contribute the most you can each and 
every year and the other, more unique to TNF is to do a 
project of your own. The latter can be a project of a size 
that is suitable to your affordability and will give you 
the most satisfaction, based on my experience. My own 
involvement in this area is three projects (always with 
the support/help of my close friends): the TNF Memorial 
Scholarship at my High School the Diamond Jubilee High 
School in Gobi, Erode Dist and the Computer Project & 
the GRD Library Fund at my engineering college PSGCT 
in Peelamedu, CBE. In addition, we have been donating 
to other TNF projects, most recent one to the AGN 
Matriculation School.

Â

376 S. Rte 59, Suite 116
Naperville, IL 60540

Tel: 630.718.9725

Come enjoy authentic Thai Cuisine  
under the candle light featuring

Pad Thai
Curry & Basil Chicken

S’iam Salad

French, Italian and American Wines
Thai bottled beers

Le S’iam
T H A I  R E S T A U R A N T

O p e n  a l l  d a y s  f o r  L u n c h  a n d  D i n n e r  1 1 . 3 0  A M  -  1 0 . 0 0  P M
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Community Service is the thing that shapes and 
bonds people together. Everyone has his or her own 
‘picture’ of community service, but to me it means a lot. 
The literal meaning of Community Service is ‘voluntary 
work intended to be for one’s common good’. Now this 
of course is a precise summary but community services 
can go a lot deeper than that.

When we think of community services, we think of 
charity, helping people, recycling, food drives, etc. Now, 
this is what it means to me but it can mean a lot more 
to you and other people than you may think. These 
services are to help people and when you participate in 
these, it can bring a different type of happiness that is 
wonderful to achieve.

One type of service that you might recognize is boy/
girl scouts. You know those children that go door to door 
throughout the community trying to sell chocolate or 
cookies. These children work hard and are giving up 
their time and effort to do this. When they are done, 
they earn badges and that will make them feel proud 
of themselves and accomplished. Boy/girl scouts teach 
children how important it is to serve your community. 
This would be an example of feeling good about yourself 
while doing good for others.

Other bigger services like Red Cross help people all 
over the world. Their help comes in causes like natural 
disasters, military invasions, homelessness, blood giving, 
security and much more. Volunteers have decided to 
put their hands together and help these humans that 
are suffering. Whether it is small as a family’s house fire 
or events immense as a hurricane they are there to help. 
We should thank them for doing so much to give help 
to other people. Without them there would be so many 
more masses of people who will be suffering and that 
is almost unimaginable. Just thinking of it makes us feel 
grateful for what we have.

Now I don’t see as much folks that are begging for 
food or that are homeless because of the place that I live 
in. But I know it was a different case for other people like 
my parents. My dad used to tell me about how others 
had to work so hard just to earn some food and shelter. 
When I go to India I usually see beggars on the street 

Winning essays from TNF essay competition

Community Service

begging for food and money. Many of those people 
are probably homeless too. It breaks my heart to see 
all these people suffering when we have so much more 
than them to appreciate. Thankfully, there are services 
like Tamil Nadu Foundation that help us give to people 
in India even though we are so far away. As you can see, 
community service is very crucial to society and we 
should try as hard as we can to take part in it. As Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe said, “Kindness is the golden chain 
by which society is bound together.” I think he was right.

Manisha Muthu
Winner, TNF Essay Contest - Seniors

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in 
the service of others”, said Mahatma Gandhi. Community 
service is an act, a person or a group voluntarily render 
without expecting any benefits. In my perspective, 
community service is a phenomenal way to make your 
society a better place and also collaborate with like-
minded people.

Community service made the world a better place 
than before. In spite of that a helping hand is always 
needed to the poor, homeless people who suffer from 
disasters and chronic health conditions. People are 
always on the lookout to create an awareness, run, walk 
or do a fundraiser for those people.

The first time I got involved in community service was 
when I was in fifth standard in Chennai, India. At that 
time I was in Bharat Scouts and we were to help clean 

Manisha Muthu
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the nearby reservoir. We cleaned the whole reservoir 
and made it look nicer. My second experience was six 
months ago when the ‘Feed my starving children’ a 
non-profit organization conducted a food-drive. ‘Feed 
my starving children’ helps seventy under developed 
countries around the world. Our teacher told us that 
this food helped malnourished children. I immediately 
volunteered to pack the food which led me to think 
‘there ought to be other ways to improve my country’. 
I did a bit of research and found out that people can 
volunteer individually or as a group in Boy Scouts, soup 
kitchens, middle or high school leadership classes, 
student government, et cetera.

Community service is always a helping hand. Being 
responsible and reliable are two main qualities for 
a volunteer. This also brings an inner satisfaction of 
accomplishment. To put it in Mother Teresa’s words, 
“We will not be judged by how many diplomas we get, 
how much money we make or how many great things 
we have done. But we will be judged by ‘I was hungry 
and you gave me something to eat. I was naked and 
you clothed me, I was homeless and you took me in’. In 
conclusion, community service is a great way to help the 
needy. It also helps the world to be better place.

Nagasudhan Ayyachamy
Runner-up, TNF Essay Contest - Seniors

As a general statement, community service is a 
very positive and rewarding experience which provides 
the teenage population with a chance to understand and 
help out with their communal surroundings.

Most teenagers have a fixed opinion about their 
obligatory community service; that they simply must 
complete their required hours and graduate from high 

school. I however find these service hours to be not a 
hindrance but a challenge to better my community that 
I will gladly accept. In fact I have had many opportunities 
to volunteer that I took advantage of, and now I have 
positive stories to share about each experience.

For instance this past summer I had the chance 
to volunteer at Safety Town, which is a program that 
teaches children about basic safety. I was assigned the 
role of Group Leader and I enjoyed every hour of this 
immensely. The children that I worked with were well 
behaved and had active roles in all of the camp activities. 
At the end of the summer, I was sad to let them go, as I 
had watched the kids learn and progress.

The next time I volunteered, it was at the Northern 
Illinois Food Bank. My group and I worked very hard 
at packaging food for the homeless. Although it was 
very tiring work the amount of food we packaged and 
the several ‘thank you’s we received from the staff was 
payment enough and spoke for our efforts. It was a 
positive and rewarding experience and the knowledge 
that about 500 homeless families were going to be able 
to have dinner that night made every second worth it.

There are several things people can do to help out 
in their community, whether it be helping out at a 
homeless shelter, volunteering with children at Safety 
Town or even volunteering at an Autism Foundation. 
Each experience will leave you with an amazing feeling 
afterwards. The mere knowledge that I have made a 
difference in the world is simply wonderful. It helps you 
feel rejuvenated and refreshed. The jubilant expression 
on my face every time I volunteer anywhere is proof 
enough. Community service is as rewarding as it gets.

Nishita Chintalapudi
Runner-Up, TNF Essay Contest - Seniors

Nagasudhan Ayyachamy

Nishita 
Chintalapudi
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My view

My view of Community Services is that people help 
out without expecting anything. 

What are Community Services? 

Community has another word in it. That word is unity. 
People help out at different places and unite with other 
people. Some kids have reading buddies at their school. 
That helps them to unite with other grades.

What Community Services does your family do?

My dad has a group called TMACG. He helps other 
kids get education. My mom donates clothes and helps 
out at my school. I do Jump Rope for Heart. Jump Rope 
for Heart is an organization to help kids with heart 
problems. My mom and I also donate 10 inches of hair 
every year! I also donate money where ever I see a 
donation box!

What if there were no Community Services?

If there were no community services, there would be 
no community! If there was a fire our houses would burn 
down. We need community services.

My plans for the future

In the future I would like to help out at the animal 
shelters. I would also help out at senior homes. I also 
could take pictures of new baby animals so they would 
get homes.

That is my view of Community Services!

Farah Rahman
Winner, TNF Essay Contest - Juniors

Community service is something you give back 
to your community. It is a very important responsibility 
of each and every one.

I would like to explain the importance of the 
community service by telling a small story called “St. 
Nicholas Day”.

Once upon a time, there was a Dutch named van 
Amsterdam. He was a baker selling cookies, pie, bread 
and cake to his community. On Saint Nicholas Day he 
made special cookies called St. Nicholas Day cookies. On 
St. Nicholas Day an old lady came to his store to buy a 
dozen of cookies. Amsterdam packed her twelve cookies. 
But the lady argued with Amsterdam.

Amsterdam said to her, “Everybody knows that dozen 
is twelve cookies; in my store, not more or not less.” The 
old lady said, “I don’t need your cookies. You may be an 
honest person but your heart is really small and you are 
not a generous person.” The old lady then left the store.

Amsterdam’s business was going down during the 
following days. At the end of the year he almost lost all 
of his business. The following St. Nicholas Day he started 
preparing for that day. No customer came. After St. 
Nicholas Day he sadly went to bed and started thinking 
if St. Nicholas would help him. 

Then, when he slept he had a dream that he was a 
little boy playing with friends. In his dream Saint Nicholas 
appeared and he was giving gift to all the kids. When 
giving gift to all, Amsterdam noticed one thing that his 
basket never went empty. While he was thinking Saint 
Nicholas approached him and he gave a gift in his hand. 
When he looked down at the gift, it was a St. Nicholas 
cookie. When he looked up Saint Nicholas was not there 
but the old lady was next to him! 

Farah Rahman

Jai Vivekanandan
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Amsterdam woke up from his dream and realized his 
mistake. He started his next day with generous heart 
and started making fresh, delicious cookies. The same 
old lady came back to the store and asked for a dozen 
cookies. Amsterdam packed thirteen for her and told 
her,” From today onwards dozen is thirteen in my store.” 
The lady told him, “Thank you. Your generosity would 
be rewarded.” Amsterdam also felt very happy being 
generous and his store became a successful store.

Giving back to the community would always reward 
you with great happiness. Doing community service with 
generous heart is each and everyone’s responsibility. As 
a student I would like to bring more awareness about 
recycling to save our environment. 

Thank You!

Jai Vivekanandan 
Runner-up, TNF Essay Contest - Juniors

Community service can be boring, sometimes 
more boring than anything you’ve ever done. Why might 
that be? Obviously because you aren’t helping yourself, 
right? Of course, community service is something you 
do for the society. Community service is done by people 
that care and want to help their desperate society get 
out of dilemmas. They care about how the environment 
will be for the people after them, the next generation. I 
am writing this because people think that they don’t get 
affected by not doing community service because they 
won’t be there and that they will be in heaven.

You can be born, live and die without a worry about 
how you will get the resources you need but what about 
the kids after you? How will they live? That is why I’m 
writing this, because people these days don’t want to 
make an effort.

Firstly, these community services don’t have to be 
HUGE! There are billions of people on earth. Aren’t there? 
These billions can work together to make a change, a 
big one. When you mow your lawn it is selfish. I’m not 
saying it is mean and selfish to mow your own lawn, but 
it is selfish not to mow someone’s lawn just around the 
corner, someone who can’t mow the lawn themselves. 
What if you cannot walk, just like the guy around the 
corner? You would want someone to mow your lawn.

At my school, they say that the golden rule is to treat 
others the way you want to be treated, and everyone 
follows it because school is school. My school also 
sends flyers for things we can do to clean the school 
and its surroundings. No one shows up. I admit I 

probably wouldn’t either. But I want to come up with 
an idea that motivates people-including me-to save 
the environment.

In conclusion, if you try, community service can be 
a good thing and a fun thing for everybody. In fact, you 
do community service daily, things like reading a Social 
Studies text book. I see things in those textbooks telling 
me to recycle. Automatically I start recycling and help 
the earth in a constructive way. Just make it more than 
reading a textbook. Make something to look back to. It 
is enough if you look back because community service 
starts with the little things.

Prathmesh Premanand
Runner-up, TNF Essay Contest - Juniors

Â

Prathmesh Premanand
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Rattan Financial Management
Investment Management and Financial Planning

W h y  U s ?

l Fee only independent practice 
l Always Fiduciary role
l Low turnover, tax efficient strategy
l Customized portfolio service
l Investing is a passion

S e r v i c e s

Investment Management
l IRA, 401(K), 403(B), 457(D) accounts
l Brokerage/non-retirement
l College funding/529 savings plans
l Small Business pension and retirement

Financial Planning
l Retirement
l Major life goals
l College funding options

C o n t a c t

Dev R Rattan
630.207.9765
dev@rattanfinancialmanagement.com

2 Todor Court, Burr Ridge, IL 60527

http://www.rattanfinancialmanagement.com

6 3 0 . 2 0 7 . 9 7 6 5
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Üø‚è†ì¬÷: Üø‹ âQ™ î˜ñ‹, ªè£¬ì,  
cF ÝAòõŸ¬ø‚ °PŠðî£°‹. è†ì¬÷ âQ™, 
àˆîó¾, èì¬ñ, ªêòô£‚è‹ â¡ðùõŸ¬ø‚ 
°PŠðî£°‹. Þ¬õ êƒè‰ªî£†´ îI› 
ï£†®™ CøŠ¹ŸP¼‰îù âù«õ îI› ï£´ 
Üø‚è†ì¬÷ â¡Â‹ ªðò˜ CøŠð£ùî£°‹.

îI› ï£†®™ î¬ô„êƒè‹, Þ¬ì„êƒè‹, 
è¬ì„êƒè‹ ÝAò Í¡Á êƒè è£ôƒèO½‹ 
ªè£¬ìõœ÷™èœ ðô˜ Þ¼‰îù˜. Üõ˜èO™ 
åšªõ£¼ êƒè è£ôˆF½‹ ã¿ «ð¬ó„ Cø‰î 
ªè£¬ìõœ÷™è÷£èˆ «î˜‰ªî´ˆîù˜. Þõ˜èœ 
ò£õ¼‹ ÜøˆF™ Cø‰¶ M÷ƒAù˜. îI› 
«õ‰î˜èœ îƒèœ Üø‚è†ì¬÷èO™, IèŠ 
ªðKò Ýôòƒè¬÷»‹, Üø„ê£¬ôè¬÷»‹ 
GÁM ñ‚èœ Þì˜ ÜèŸPù˜. îI› 
Íî£†® å÷¬õŠ Hó£†®ò£˜ C¡ù…CÁ 
°ö‰¬îèÀ‚° ºî™ ð£ìô£è ‘Üø…ªêò 
M¼‹¹’ â¡Á ð£®ù£˜. õ£Œ ªñ£N «õ‰îù£‹ 
F¼õœÀõ˜ Þ™ôøˆ«î£´ õ£›«õ£˜‚°, 
‘Üøˆî£ŸP¡ Þ™õ£›‚¬è ò£ŸP¡ ¹øˆî£ŸPŸ 
«ð£ŒŠ ªðÁõªîõ¡’ â¡Á Üø‹ â¡Â‹ î˜ñ 
ªïP¬òŠ «ð£Fˆî£˜.

è¬ì„êƒè è£ôˆF™ îI›ï£†®™ Yî‚è£F 
ñ¬ø‚è£ò˜ âÂ‹ õœ÷™ õ£›‰F¼‰î£˜. 
õÁ¬ñò£™ õ£®ò å¼ ¹ôõ¡ «õŸÚKL¼‰¶ 
Yî‚è£FJì‹ ªê¡Á ð£ì™ ð£®Š ðKC™ 
ªðŸÁˆ î¡  õÁ¬ñ¬òŠ «ð£‚A‚ 
ªè£œ÷ô£ªñ¡Á è£ò™ð†®ù‹ õ‰î£˜. Üƒ° 
õ‰î«ð£¶î£¡ Yî‚è£F Þø‰¶M†ìî£è¾‹, 
Üõ¬óŠ ¹¬îˆ¶ M†ìî£è¾‹ ÃPù˜. 
«õî¬ù î£÷£¶ ¹ôõ˜ Yî‚è£F ¹¬î‰¶œ÷ 
¹¬î°N‚°„ ªê¡Á, ¹¬î°NJ¡ º¡ 
G¡Á, “Yî‚è£F! à¡¬ù ï‹H õ‰«î«ù, 
à¡ù£™ â¡ õÁ¬ñòè½‹ â¡Á õ‰«î«ù, 
ÞŠð®ò£JŸ«ø” â¡Á è‡a˜ M†´Š ð£ì™ 
ð£® Ü¿î£ó£‹. àì«ù ¹¬î°NJL¼‰¶ å¼ 
¬è «ñ«ô õ‰îî£‹. Ü‰î‚ ¬èMóL™ M¬ô 
ñF‚è º®ò£î ¬õó «ñ£Fó‹ Þ¼‰îî£‹. 

Üøƒè£Šd˜ Ý¡«ø£«ó!
îI›ï£´ Üø‚è†ì¬÷.

“¹ôõ˜ ªð¼ñ! Þ‹ «ñ£Fóˆ¬î â´ˆ¶Š «ð£Œ 
à‹ õÁ¬ñ¬òŠ «ð£‚A‚ ªè£œ!” â¡Á ÜêgK 
â¿‰îî£‹. ¹ôõ˜ Ü‹ «ñ£Fóˆ¬î â´ˆ¶Š 
«ð£Œ î¡ õÁ¬ñ cƒAù£ó£‹. Þ¬îˆî£¡ 
“ªêˆ¶‹ ªè£¬ì ªè£´ˆî£¡ Yî‚è£F” â¡ð˜.

Þ¶«ð£™ «îªó¿‰ÉK™ õ£›‰î è‹ð˜, 
õ£›¾ «î® è£MKŠÌ‹ð†®ù‹ õ‰î£ó£‹. 
Üƒ° ðCJ¡ YŸøˆî£™ ñòƒA iFJ™ 
M¿‰¶ M†ì£˜. ÜŠ«ð£¶ ÜšõN«ò õ‰î 
ªè£¬ìõœ÷™ ê¬ìòŠð˜ ñòƒA‚ Aì‚°‹ 
è‹ð¬óˆ î¡ i†´‚° â´ˆ¶Š «ð£Œ 
àíõOˆ¶ Üõó¶ àJ˜ è£ˆî£˜. Üšõ£Á 
Üøƒè£ˆîFù£™î£¡ Þ¡Á àôè‹ «ð£ŸÁ‹ 
è‹ðó£ñ£òí‹ ïñ‚°‚ A¬ìˆî¶. Þ¶ «ð£¡ø 
Üø„ ªêò™èœ îI› ï£†®™ â‡Eôìƒè£.

Þ¡Á îI› ï£†®™ è™M ðJô õN¡Pˆ 
îM‚°‹ ã¬ö‚ °ö‰¬îèÀ‚°‚ è™M 
õêF, Hœ¬÷è÷£™ ¬èMìŠð†´ ãƒA 
õ£¿‹ ºF«ò£¼‚° Ýîó¾ î¼‹ ºF«ò£˜ 
Þ™ô‹, ²ù£I «ð£¡ø ÞòŸ¬è„ YŸøˆî£™ 
î‹ ªðŸ«ø£¬ó Þö‰¶ õ£´‹ Üù£¬î‚ 
°ö‰¬îèÀ‚°‚ è£Šðèƒèœ, Þ¶ «ð£¡ 
ðôõ¬èŠð†ì¬õèÀ‚° àî¾õîŸªè¡«ø 
GÁõŠð†ì è¼¬í àœ÷ƒ ªè£‡«ì£ó£™ 
GÁ õA‚èŠð´‹ îI› ï£´ Üø‚è†ì¬÷‚°, 
ªð¼GF ð¬ìˆî ªð¼ƒ°íˆ«î£˜ 
ªð¼ƒªè£¬ì»‹, õ¼ñ£ùˆFŸ Aòƒè õ£›¾ 
ïìˆ¶‹ õ™ô£˜ î‹ñ£Lò¡ø CÁ GF»‹ î‰¶, 
Üø‹ªð¼‚AŠ HøMŠ ªð¼ƒèì™ cƒA‚ è¬ó 
ãø õN è‡®ì M¬öA¡«ø¡.

‘Þ‹¬ñJ½‹ ñÁ¬ñJ½‹ ïŸ«ðÁ ªðŸPì
Üø‹ è£Šd˜ ªðK«ò£«ó!’

Ü¡ð¡
ê. ïñCõ£ò‹

Â
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The recipient of this year’s TNF EXCELLENCY 
AWARD is Mr. Lluis Compte, Founder Laia Foundation, 
Vedanthangal, Kancheepuram district.

Laia Foundation is an Indian Charitable Trust 
dedicated to building a better future for the people in 
the villages around Vedanthanal. For eight years, more 
than 1,000 students, along with hundreds of women 
and children, have benefited from the services of Laia 
Foundation.

The Story 

In 2002, Mr. Compte, an investment banker of 
Barcelona Spain, came to India as a tourist. He did not 
visit South India at that time. But he liked India so much 
that, in 2004, he volunteered to serve in India through 
Service Civil International an international organization 
based in Europe. He was assigned to a project in 
Vedanthangal.

Most people volunteer for three months. Mr. Compte 
opted for one year. Also in the same year was another 
volunteer, Miss. Laia Mendoza of Barcelona. She 
volunteered for three months, and was also assigned to 
Vedanthangal. During the time when they were both 
there, the Tsunami of 2004 hit the area, killing 8,000 
people and leaving hundreds of thousands homeless.

Within 10 days after the Tsunami hit, Mr.  Compte and 
Miss Mendoza raised funds sufficient to build hundred 
houses, and to supply ten fishing boats so that the 
fishing families could return to work. Encouraged by the 
success of this initiative, they decided to start a project 
in Vedanthangal, where they worked as volunteers for 
months.

Most of the inhabitants of this area belong to the most 
deprived communities of the country. They live below 
the poverty line, earning their livelihood as farm laborers. 
These people, though poor, wanted their children to be 
educated like the other children. The people were not 
satisfied with the quality of education provided in the 
rural schools. A request came from parents of students 
for facilitating afterschool support centers, in which their 

children could find the appropriate environment to learn 
what they missed in their schools.

Sadly, Laia Mendoza was killed in 2005 in a traffic 
accident in Spain, where she was raising money for the 
initiative. A foundation in her memory was established 
to channel the support of Laia’s family and friends who 
identified themselves with the initiative.

Mr. Compte lives in Chengalpattu with his wife 
Anandhi and his three year old daughter Induja.

When Mr. Thukkaram interviewed Mr. Compte for 
this story asked him “And, do you miss your home?” 
Mr. Compte replied “I go to Barcelona once a year 
for two weeks and I cannot wait to get back home 
(Vedanthangal).

Â

TNF EXCELLENCY AWARD

LAIA FOUNDATION
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ÜI›îPò£ ñ£‰î˜ î‹
îI› ÜP‰î£™ «ð£¶‹,
ð£Ÿèì¬ô»‹, «îõ˜è¬÷»‹,
ó£†êî˜è¬÷»‹ É¶ ªê£™ô «õ‡ì£‹!

Üõœ ªîO «î«ù£,
«îñ£«õ£,
è®ñí‹ i²‹
ªî¡ñ¶¬ó Ìƒè£Ÿ«ø£!
ñJŸdLJ¡
ªñ¡ õ¼ì«ô£!
ò£OJ¡ õ¡ Hkó«ô£!
Üõœ...
èœ Ü¼‰Fò Üš¬õ ªê£¡ù ªñ£N,
ñ¡ ñò‚°‹ è¡ù™ ªñ£N!

°ÁºQJ¡ ÜèˆFò‹ ¹ó†®ù£™
Üõœ ÜöA¡
Ýöº‹,
àòóº‹,
Üèôº‹
¹ôŠð´‹ ¹M ÜFêò‹!

ð‡µ‹, ð£†´‹
I¡Â‹ ÜEè÷£Œ Ì†®ò
Üõœ ªê™õ Yñ£†®!  
ä‰F¬í ÝÀ‹
Üõœ Ü¼‹ªð¼‹ AöˆF!!!

ªñ÷õL¡ è£‹¬ðªò£ˆî
Üõœ ÞîN¡ ²NŠH™
Þ¡Â‹ AøƒA‚ Aì‚°‹
àôA¡ åó£Jó‹ ªñ£Nèœ! (åLèœ)

Ý‹ð™, ÜQ„ê‹, ªõ†C âù 
Üõœ ñE„C¬èJ™
ÞÁ‚è‚ è†®
Þ¼õ£†C»‹ ê‡ðèº‹
Üõœ ê¬ì ªïA› c÷,
ä‹ªð¼ƒè£ŠHòƒè¬÷
ªêƒè¿ˆF™ C‰î£ñEò£Œ,
êƒ° è£F™ °‡ìôñ£Œ,
¶® Þ¬ìJ™ «ñè¬ôò£Œ,

îO˜ èó‹ î£ƒ°‹ õ÷Mò£Œ,
Cƒè£ó„ Cô‹¹ ÜE‰¶
Ü÷‰¶ â†´ ¬õˆ¶
Üô†Cò ï¬ì «ð£´Aø£œ Üõœ ÝÀ‹ 
ä‹ªð¼ï£†¬ì!

°Á…Cò£‹, º™¬ôò£‹, ñ¼îñ£‹, ªïŒî½‹, 
ð£¬ôò£‹

è£‰îœ ªñ™Mó™è÷£Œ,
è¼ƒ °õ¬÷è¬÷‚  è‡è÷£Œ,
ðê¬ô «ï£Œ ðŸÁðõ÷£Œ,
¹O°ö‹¹ ê£¼‹ c¼‹ Ý‚°‹,
èù¬õ‚ è¬ôˆî «êõ¬ô êH‚°‹,
Þ¬ì ñE«ñè¬ô ªî£¬ô‚°‹ ¬îò™ ï£òA
Üõœ è£î™ î¬ôM!

ªê‹¹ô cK™ î¡ è£î™ è£µ‹
ªê‹Íî£Œ Ì„Cè¬÷„ ðKêO‚°‹
Ü…C¬øˆ ¶‹HJì‹ Ü÷õ÷£¾‹
ÝOJ¡ á¬ù ªõÁ‹ èó‹ ªè£‡´ 
à¬ì‚°‹
èOÁèœ °öŠHò c¬óªò£ˆî ñù‹ ð¬ì‚°‹
ªõ‡ ñ¬ö è¬õ Þôƒ° ñ¬ô ï£ì¡
Üõœ è£î™ î¬ôõ¡

Üø‹, ªð£¼œ, Þ¡ð‹ ªê£™ô Íˆ«î£¡ 
õœÀõ¡
Üõœ Üö¬è, º¼¬è ð£ì Üš¬õ
Ü® Ü®ò£Œ M÷‚A Üõ¬÷ Ý˜ŠðK‚è 
ªî£™è£ŠHò¡
Üèï£ÛÁ, ¹øï£ÛÁ, äƒ°ÁÛÁ
ïŸP¬í, °Á‰ªî£¬è, èLˆªî£¬è
ðKð£ì™, ðˆ¶Šð£†´, ðFŸÁŠðˆ¶
ÞŠð® Üõœ ð£™ ¬ñò™ ªè£‡´ ð£®ò ð†®ò™ 
ãó£÷‹...

å¼ M¬ê, å¼ º¬ø, F¼ŠH ð£˜ˆî£™
c»‹, ï£Â‹, M¼‹H ð®ˆî£™ cÀ‹ ð†®ò™!
c÷†´‹ ð†®ò™, õ£ö†´‹ îI› Üíƒ°!

Â

îI› Üíƒ°
«îM Ü‡í£ñ¬ô, Cè£«è£
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S ince its inception in 1974, TNF has been 
supporting individual donor projects, building the 
TNF center in Chennai, and organizing annual national 
conventions. Developments in the past 10 years, 
including the changing American Tamil demography 
and the cost and efforts involved in organizing national 
conventions, have encouraged recent TNF Boards to 
focus on creating vibrant Chapters in various cities across 
the U.S. Although organizing a national conventions 
involves several challenges, they help create national 
visibility and an opportunity for like-minded Tamils 
across the country to meet. Therefore, as a compromise, 
TNF has adopted a bi-annual convention policy. As 
national conventions are becoming more expensive 
not only for the organizers but also for the participants, 
TNF is evolving towards annual regional charity events 
which are more cost effective and reach out to a much 
broader audience. These events have resulted in chapter-
sponsored projects, more funds for projects, and new 
volunteers, donors and life members to TNF.

2014 is a significant milestone in the history of TNF 
with the formation and revival of ten active chapters in 
major cities/states: New York, New Jersey, Philadelphia, 
Western Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh), Houston, Dallas, 
Austin, Indianapolis, Chicago and Michigan.

New York Chapter, under the leadership of Braha 
Gupta, is the trailblazer in organizing annual charity 
events. Through Mother’s Day celebrations, they have 
created momentum for TNF and charity in New York 
City area. The New York Chapter has adopted a school 
in Vellore district under the TNF-ABC project. 

In Indianapolis, TNF has a unique partnership with 
the Tamil Sangam of Central Indiana (TSCI) which has 
successfully organized charity events since 2011 after 
some of their key members attended the TNF convention 
in Philadelphia in 2010. TSCI played a leading role in 
establishing a corpus fund to feed abandoned special 
needs children at Anbalayam in Sirkali and is also 
supporting a TNF-ABC school in Vellore district. Hats off 
to TSCI Presidents Sath Annamalai, Murugesan Thiraviam, 
and Veera Rajendran and their teams for partnering with 
TNF, and in organizing purpose-oriented Tamil Sangam 
programs that uplift the needy back home.

The newly established New Jersey Chapter, under 
the leadership of Subu Ganesan, partnered with Stage 
Friends USA, a volunteer based drama group with a 
track record of two decades of stellar performance, 
and organized a charity event in April, 2014, to build 
classrooms for the special needs children at Anbalayam 
in Sirkali. 

Philadelphia Chapter hosted one of the most 
successful TNF conventions in history and has been 
instrumental in establishing the TNF-ABC project 
in Sivagangai district, in educating orphan girls in 
Vedaraniam and in buying the land and building a home 
for abandoned special needs children at Anbalayam in 
Sirkali. 

Houston Chapter, under the leadership of Sam 
Kannappan and Padmini Ranganathan successfully 
hosted the first TNF convention in the south. The 
Houston Chapter, lead by Ram Sivaraman, is supporting 
school education efforts in Vellore and Thiruvallur 
districts.

 Pittsburgh-based Western Pennsylvania Chapter, 
under the leadership of Murugan Kannan and Usha 
Chandra, is partnering with Pittsburgh Tamil Sangam for 
a charity night. The Western PA Chapter has been one 
of the most active TNF chapters for a long time and has 
hosted TNF national conventions.

Austin Chapter, under the leadership of Ganesh 
Venkat and Chinna Natesan, is raising funds to adopt 
TNF-ABC schools in Virudhunagar district by dedicating 
the arangetram of Sangavai Ganesh for this project. 

Chicago Chapter, lead by P.K. Aravazhi,M. Bhaskaran, 
Shree Guruswamy, Veera Venugopal and Mani Rajendran, 
has hosted several TNF national conventions. They work 
closely with the Chicago Tamil Sangam to support 
several TNF projects.

Detroit-based Michigan Chapter, lead by Geetha 
Pradeep, Athi Narayan, and Ganesan Naidu has hosted 
TNF national conventions. They have built classrooms 
to educate orphan girls in Tsunami affected Vedaraniam 
area. Latha Mani has organized New Year’s Eve programs 
to support selected TNF projects.

Dallas Chapter, under the leadership of Elenkovan 
Singaravelu, has partnered with Sastha Tamil Foundation 

Vibrant Chapters are the Future of TNF
Somalay Somasundaram, Vice President - Chapters
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to establish “Angel Janani” project which supports 
special needs children at Anbalayam in Sirkali, through 
a corpus fund. The chapter is also working with Dallas 
Metroplex Tamil Sangam to organize charity events.

TNF continues its journey to establish chapters in 
several other cities. A small group of charity-minded 
friends is what it takes to start a TNF Chapter in areas 

TNF Chapters and Contacts
CHAPTER CHAIRPERSON/CONTACT EMAIL

Austin Ganesh Venkat gsenthilk@yahoo.com

Chicago Veera Venugopal nishnik@hotmail.com

Dallas Elenkovan Singaravelu elenkovan@yahoo.com

Houston Ram Sivaraman ram.sivaraman@yahoo.com

Indianapolis Veera Rajendran sangam.tamil@gmail.com

Michigan (Detroit) Latha Mani latguna@yahoo.com

New Jersey Subu Ganesan tnfnewjersey@gmail.com

New York Braha Gupta tnfnewyork@gmail.com

Philadelphia Somalay Somasundaram tnf.philly@gmail.com

Western PA (Pittsburgh) Murugan Kannan murugs@gmail.com

Stage Friends (USA) drama hosted by New Jersey Chapter. Tamil Sangam of Central Indiana Committee at its Charity Festival.

where we currently have no Chapters or to explore 
partnerships with local Tamil Sangam or other interested 
non-profits.. If you are interested in learning more about 
starting a Chapter or joining an existing Chapter, please 
contact Somalay Somasundaram at Som48346@yahoo.
com or 610.444.2628.

Â
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Banquet: upto 275 guests
Catering

Baby Showers

Birthdays and Anniversaries

Special Events

Weddings

Special Events

Custom Menu

Packages for all Occassions

The Best Indian Restaurant in town
Silver Platter Award Winner,

Voted #1 Favorite Indian

Viceroy of India Restaurants

223 E. Roosevelt Rd. Lombard IL 60148
Tel: 630.627.4411

www.viceroyofindia.com

With the compliments of

PREMIER ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS, INC
A CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS CONSULTING FIRM

AUDITS, TAX, FINANCIAL SERVICES

6063 FRANTZ ROAD STE 203
DUBLIN, OH 43017

TEL: 614.659.9310
FAX: 614.659.9311
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Our Youth Philanthropists
Charity can start at a young age and you don’t have to be old or rich to be 

compassionate. Following are some of the role models among our children who have 
demonstrated their selflessness and compassion at a young age and in unique ways

An Arangetram with a Cause
Sangavai, a freshman at Cedar Ridge High 

School in Round Rock, Texas, is dedicating her 
Bharathanatyam arangetram to underprivileged 

rural students in Tamil Nadu. Sangavai has touched 
the hearts of her local community by requesting 

friends and family not to bring gifts for her 
arangetram, but instead bring a check in favor of 

TNF to adopt a school under the TNF-ABC project 
in Virudhunagar district. Congratulations and best 

wishes to Sangavai and her proud parents Malar 
and Ganesh!

Birthdays and Books
Shanthi and Preethi Bhaskar (Ages 9 and 8) 
of Downingtown, PA, had unique birthday 
celebrations. They requested their friends and 
family to bring a used or new book in lieu of gifts 
and donated the books and donations received to 
government libraries in the villages of Tamil Nadu. 
Village libraries have very few English books and 
the rural children are very eager to read English 
books. These great gifts from Shanthi and Preethi 
will bring smile to hundreds of village children. 
Thank you for your thoughtfulness, Shanthi and 
Preethi. Kudos to the philanthropic parents, Usha 
and Bhaksar.
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Summer is not all about vacation and free time 
for Nivedha and Abirami Meyappan (11th and 6th 

graders) of Carmel, IN. They have made plans to 
visit several TNF projects in Vellore, Nagapattinam, 

and Sivagangai districts and are looking forward to 
interacting with and helping orphan and destitute 

girls at Kasthurba Gandhi Kanya Gurukulam in 
Vedaraniam. Congrats to Nivedha and Abirami and 
thanks to the Meyappans for enabling this service 

internship for their daughters. To learn more about 
TNF’s summer internships and project tours please 

contact Usha Chandra (Usharani5@aol.com) or 
Somalay Somasundaram (som48346@yahoo.com).

Greeting Cards and Charity
Neha and Shakthi Saravanan (Ages 9 and 5) 
of Indianapolis ventured in making greeting 
cards. They were not only creative in making the 
cards, but also excelled in selling them at the 
Tamil Sangam of Central Indiana’s charity nights. 
Their efforts resulted in raising $1,000 to help 
feed abandoned mentally challenged children 
at Anbalayam in Sirkali. We are proud of your 
creativity, teamwork and compassion, Neha and 
Shakthi! Thanks to the Saravanans for encouraging 
their children to invest their time to help the needy.
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The proverb, “It takes a village to raise a child” is 
true for a normal child. But it takes more than a village 
to raise an orphaned special needs child in rural India. 
There are more than 10 million special needs children in 
India. These children, like lepers, continue to be treated 
as outcasts by the society; most parents, particularly in 
rural areas, do not want to keep mentally challenged 
children at home because of the community’s derision 
towards them.

Anbalayam (Loving Home) was founded in 1998 
by Mrs. Meerabai Egambaram, a single woman and 
a humanitarian. It was started as a sanctuary for 
abandoned special needs children in Sirkali, a small rural 
town in Tamil Nadu. Soon, children from several districts 
found their way to Anbalayam. Most were abandoned 
by their parents who are impoverished agricultural 
laborers unable to support a special needs child. 
Anabalyam’s 60 children’s situations include mental 
retardation, cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, autism and 
multiple disabilities. Anbalayam’s rented tiny hallway 
was getting dilapidated and the landlord forced them to 
vacate. The children starved on most days as there was 
no sustainable source of funding for food. Tamil Nadu 
Foundation (TNF) was approached by Anbalayam in 
2006 and TNF, through funds raised by the Philadelphia 
Tamil community, bought 3 grounds of land and built 
a 3,000-squarefoot building as the new home for these 
destitute children. Tamil Sangam of Central Indiana and 
Dallas-based Sastha Tamil Foundation (through “Angel 
Janani “project) have initiated corpus funds to provide 
food for these children.

TNF has developed a 5-year plan with a lofty goal of 
establishing Anablayam as a role model center for rural 
special needs children. The plan includes:

1. Classrooms to educate the children and to train them 
to become self-reliant

2. A health room to provide physiotherapy and basic 
health care needs

3. A sleeping room for boys

4. A dining hall

5. Corpus funds for food, staff salary and health care 
(only the interest will be used)

6. Resource (machines and trained staff) for vocational 
training such as making envelopes so that the “mild” 
and “moderate” category grown up children can be 
gainfully employed and do not become a societal 
burden

7. Networking opportunities with other leading 
organizations serving special needs children Chennai 

about anbalayam

Üø‹ªêò M¼‹¹ - Learn to love virtue

Þò™õ¶ èó«õ™ - Don’t forget charity 

î£ùñ¶ M¼‹¹ - Be kind to the unfortunate

- Tamil Poet Avvaiyar

“õPò£˜‚ªè£¡Á ßõ«î ß¬è ñŸªø™ô£‹
°PªòF˜Š¬ð có¶ à¬ìˆ¶”

“The only charity is giving to the poor; All else is exchange”
- Thiruvalluvar
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Anbalayam – Before TNF Involvement

Anbalayam – After TNF involvement in 2012
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New Location coming up in 

Ashburn, VA

l Accounting and Bookkeeping 
Service

l	Audit, Review, Compilation and 
Attestation Service

l	Tax Service

l	IRS Solutions

l	Web Hosting

l	ERP/CRM Integration

l	Business Consultancy

l	Dedicated Service with Smiling 
Faces

l	Experienced and Reliable Staff Year 
Around

l	Rely on 24 Years of Experience

Balagan
Arumugaswamy, CPA

Balagan Business & 
Tax Service
Main Office:
12100 Franklin Street
Beltsville, MD 20706

Branch Office:
44335 Premier Plaza, Suite#100
Ashburn, VA 20147
14701 Lee Highway, Suite#203
Centreville, VA 20121

Telephone:
703.723.4488, 703.723.4458, 
301.931.1040, 301.931.1042, 
301.595.4331

Fax: 703.723.1140, 301.595.4332

Email:
balagancpa@msn.com

Website:
www.balaganfinancials.com

îI› ñ‚èÀ‚° âƒè÷¶ ï™õ£›ˆ¶‚èœ

alagan
usiness &

axService
Serving all States from

our Nation’s Capital

“Tax season is
around the corner, 
are you ready?”
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Results of TNF painting competition

My School

Rithika Somu
(Winner, TNF Painting  
Contest - Seniors)

Manisha Muthu
(Runner-up, TNF Painting 

Contest - Seniors)
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Nishitha Marikumar
(Winner, TNF Painting  

Contest - Juniors)

Surya Chandrakasan
(Runner-up, TNF Painting 
Contest - Juniors)

My School
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Most of us were blessed to be born India, though the struggle to excel has 

brought us half the world across! Like you, I also earned my fundamental education 

in India. Now that we are established, we have not forgotten the debt we owe to our 

parents and family. We have helped them in so many different ways. Let us also not 
forget the debt we owe to our motherland. One forgotten fact: the “Indian Tax 
Payer” who subsidized our education by underwriting most of the expenses for those 

wonderful institutions where we studied. The foundation we got from India gave us 

not only a strong foothold in USA but helped us to excel and outshine others.

Here is an opportunity to pay back that enormous debt. Tamilnadu Foundation 

has so many projects in the field of 

1. Education, 

2. Women’s empowerment, 

3. Public Hygiene, 

4. Rural-upliftment. 

Tamilnadu Foundation is not only the first organization that started work in all 

these areas but also probably the only organization that has carried out projects 

virtually in all the districts of Tamilnadu and also to have a central office in Chennai 
to supervise and carry out all the charitable projects you donate for, all this while 

keeping the overhead costs to the barest minimum. Less than 5 % to be precise. 

Organizations like United way, and even Red Cross have overhead cost exceeding 

30 %! Tamilnadu foundation has the lowest, if not one of the lowest overhead 

expenses, since volunteers carry out most of the work. There is no organization 

with Zero overhead expense, as there is mandatory expense for Tax filing, Auditing, 

Registration with government etc. 

Our goal is to make 100 % of your donations go for charity. How is this possible? 

We are raising a Corpus fund of Rs. One Crore, which will fetch sufficient interest 

income to cover the overhead, so that 100 % of your donations can be put to use for 

charity. Already, about Rs. 30 lakhs have been raised. We are requesting you to donate 

Give me a thousand more births, if you must!
But only if it is in this holy land, India.

- Vivekananda“ ”

TNF Corpus Fund By Dr. M. Rammohan
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Rs.One Lakh or equivalent $ 1,650 or more towards this project. If you prefer, it can be 

done in 2-3 installments. It can be paid in Indian Rupees in India or in US Dollars in 
USA. The former gives tax deductions in India and the latter, a similar deduction in USA.

Your name or name designated by you will be recognized in some form in 
Tamilnadu Foundation Building in Chennai permanently. Hundreds who visit TNF 

Chennai center will be inspired seeing your name. Please note the names listed in the 

picture is not current as new donors commit regularly and their names may not show. 

Let us lay a strong foundation to Tamilnadu. Come and join to become one of the 
Hundred pillars of Tamilnadu and Tamilnadu Foundation. 

Please mail your check to M. Bhaskaran, Treasurer, 1709, Kenyon Drive, 
Naperville, IL 60565. In India, please send the check in the name of Tamilnadu 
Foundation and mail to 27 (Old No. 9), Taylors Road, Kilpauk, Chennai 600 010. 
Please mention in the memo column “Corpus Fund”. For further details please 

contact Dr. M. Rammohan at 330.717.2136, Coordinator-TNF Corpus Fund.

Â
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Þ¬÷òõ˜ (6-8 õò¶)
ºî™ ðK²
Hóíš äò˜
“CÁõ˜èœ ï£‹ â¡ù ªêŒò º®»‹? ã¡ 
º®ò£¶? ïñ‚° ªðŸ«ø£˜èœ Þ™¬ôò£? 
ÜPõ£˜‰î ªðK«ò£˜èœ Þ™¬ôò£? ðí‹ 
àœ÷õ˜èœ Þ™¬ôò£? 
ï£‹ ã¡ Üõ˜èOì‹ àîM «è†è Ãì£¶? 
“ î†´ƒèœ  Fø ‚ è Š ð´‹ ,  « èÀƒèœ 
ªè£´‚èŠð´‹”. Þ‰î ªðK«ò£˜èO¡ Ü¡ð£™, 
Üóõ¬íŠð£™ ï¡ªè£¬ìò£™ ¹Fò îI›ï£´ 
â¡ø êºî£òˆ¬î à¼õ£‚°«õ£‹.”

Þó‡ì£‹ ðK²
ÞQò£ ñE
“î£ù‹, î¼ñ‹, ªè£¬ì, ß¬è ï£¡°‹ Éò îI› 
ªê£Ÿèœ. î£ù‹ - «è÷£ñ™ î¼õ¶, î¼ñ‹ - 
«è†´ˆ î¼õ¶, ªè£¬ì - ªð£¶M¡ ªè£´Šð¶, 
ß¬è , ßî™ - îù‚°¾KòõùõŸ¬ø»‹ î¼õ¶”

Þó‡ì£‹ ðK²
GIô¡ S ó£x°ñ£˜ 
Í¡ø£‹ ðK²
ó£è£ ²‰î˜

Íˆîõ˜ (9-12 õò¶)
ºî™ ðK²
ï£è²î¡ ÜŒò£ê£I
ï£‹ à‡ì àíM¡ I„êˆ¬î H„¬êò£è 
ªè£´Šð¶ ßîô£? ï£‹ ÜE‰¶ ªõOPŠ «ð£ù 
Ý¬ìè¬÷, Ã¬ì Ã¬ìò£è ªè£´Šð¶ ßîô£? 
Þ™¬ô...

â‰î å¼ âF˜Šð£˜Š¹I¡P õPò£˜‚° å¼ 
ªð£¼¬÷‚ ªè£´Šð«î ß¬è, ñŸø¬õªò™ô£‹ 
ðò¡ âF˜Šð£˜ˆ¶ ªè£´‚°‹ «ï£‚èº¬ìò¶ âù 
F¼õœÀõ˜, ß¬èJ¡ M÷‚èˆ¬î ÜO‚Aø£˜.

Þó‡ì£‹ ðK²
ò£õù£ ê‚F

îI› «ð„²Š «ð£†® º®¾èœ

ßî™ Þ¬êŠðì õ£›î™

Hóíš äò˜

ÞQò£ ñE

GIô¡ S ó£x°ñ£˜ 

ó£è£ ²‰î˜

ï£è²î¡ ÜŒò£ê£I

ò£õù£ ê‚F
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An Event Management company dedicated to:
Film distribution l Organize various light music concerts l Carnatic music concerts & Tamil plays.

Future events from RR International:

May 22nd - SuperStar in Kochadaiyaan and VikramaSimha (Telugu)
July: - Director Shankar in “AI”
September: - Carnatic concert by Pantula Rama
November: - Drama by TV Varadharajan & Light music concert

Please contact
Raghu @ 815 955 7794 or rraghura2012@gmail.com for more information

Best Compliments to
Tamil Nadu Foundation and Chicago Tamil Sangam

Breaking new grounds for  
Entertainment in the Indian Community
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Indian Bank’s
Deposit Schemes & Facilities for NRIs / PIOs

For further details, please contact the nearest Indian Bank Branch
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Engal theru!

By Anu Krishnan

Photo Contest Winners

Chicago At Its Best

When traveling to the heart of Chicago, 
you must first tread over water.

By Bezaleel Robinson

B3 - Bewitching Buildings on the Bean!

By Ravishankar R
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As we celebrate 40 years of continued service to Tamil 
Nadu, please take this moment to review, contemplate and cherish 
our great memories and notable accomplishments. Our growth has 
touched many lives, and we plan to help many more.

This story of The Tamil Nadu Foundation is really a story that 
is best told by citing some specific projects in our 40-year history. 
Here are some of our highlights and a few of the notable challenges 
we have overcome.

1974 - 1983
The birth of the foundation occurred, essentially, at a 

Thanksgiving Day gathering in Baltimore, Maryland. There was 
a gathering of members of the Tamil diaspora on that American 
holiday. During the gathering there was a discussion of how the 
group could best help to improve the quality of life in our place of 
birth, Tamil Nadu. 

The foundation was formed with founding members Dr. P.G. 
Periasamy, Dr. G. Palanisamy, Dr. P.R. Perumalswami and Dr. P. 
Theyagarajan. In December 1975, TNF was incorporated in the state 
of Maryland. The very first TNF gathering was in 1975, in Bethany 
Beach, Delaware. The foundation was granted tax exempt status in 
June 1976.

In 1976, the first annual meeting was held at Physics Hall, 
University of Maryland in College Park, MD. Twenty three families 
attended the meeting that centered on establishing a membership 
drive, fund raising, reducing membership fees and assessing 
membership quality. The first significant fund drive was to raise funds 
for the Madras Flood Relief in 1976. The flood of November 29, 
1976, caused great loss of life and property in and around Madras. 
TNF donated a sum of $400. 

In 1977, the second annual meeting was held at Hidden 
Hollow Camp in Belleville, Ohio, and was attended by 43 families.  
Dr. M. Anandakrishnan, formerly Consular in charge of Science 
and Technology affairs at the Embassy of India, delivered the key 
note address. The most frugal annual meeting was the third one at 
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor attended by 35 families. The 
revenue of $665 exceeded expenses by $34. Among the significant 
conference announcements was the starting of the TNF Chapter in 
1977.

For this first decade, TNF operated mainly from the United States. 
During that time, member donations were sent directly to specific 
projects in local villages. TNF focused on the socio-economic 
needs of places that were familiar to donors. Many successfully 
implemented projects included: vocational training for women 
to help them become self- reliant, revamping run-down schools, 
providing scholarships to the economically disadvantaged and 
extending economic support to orphanages. 

The Tamil Nadu Foundation

40 Years and Counting...
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1983 - 1988
As the number of projects grew, it became apparent that TNF 

needed to establish a local board of trustees in order to monitor 
the projects properly. In 1983, TNF Chennai chapter trustees were 
nominated and Dr. N. Mahalingam was named the first chairman of 
the local board of trustees. All trustees worked out of their homes. 

1989
TNF Thukkaram Career Guidance Program 

In 1989, the TNF Thukkaram Center Guidance Program was 
created at the College of Engineering, Guindy. Ram Thukkaram, the 
benefactor who funded the program, felt that a guidance program 
would help students avoid some of the obstacles Mr. Thukkaram, a 
graduate of the college, experienced in his career.

Mr. Thukkaram sponsored two career guidance programs. 
One was at his alma mater, College of Engineering, Guindy. The 
other career guidance program was near his hometown, the city 
of Thanjavur, at the Periar Maniammai College of Technology For 
Women in Vallam, Thanjavur district. By the end of 2013, more than 
10,000 students of both colleges had benefited from the programs. 

The program at Guindy administered by the Guindy Alumni 
Association continues to gain momentum today with 900 students 
attending the program in 2014. The Career Guidance Program at 
Guindy celebrated its 25th year of continual service in 2014. 

1991
TNF Anna University Computer Training Program 
for Rural School Children

The objective of the program was to popularize the use of 
computers in rural areas. Dr. M. Anandakrishnan, Vice-Chancellor 
of Anna University at that time, developed the working model 
of cooperation between an NGO such as TNF, a technology 
institution like Anna University, and the education department of 
the government of Tamil Nadu. The shared vision of computer 
training for rural children was the catalyst that brought about this 
cooperation.

The students were provided with 100 hours of practical 
training in DOS commands, Wordstar, Lotus 123 DbaseIII Plus and 
graphics through BASIC. Within four years, more than 100 teachers 
and thousands of rural school children received this training in 
22 Government schools in Vellore, Salem and Trichy districts.  
Dr. V. Sankaranarayanan, Director of the Ramanujan Computer 
Centre, Anna University, was especially helpful getting his enthusiastic 
and dedicated team of teachers and student volunteers to help. The 
project coordinator bringing the program to rural schoolchildren 
was Mr. P. Chandrasekaran, then Special Consultant to TNF Chennai 
Chapter. Ram Thukkaram, TNF Center coordinator, funded the 
project. 

This training program helped TNF begin to be recognized as 
one of the progressive NGO’s in Tamil Nadu. The Anna University 

Computer Training Program for Rural School Children was the 
inspiration for starting a computer lab at the TNF center, after the 
first phase of the building was completed. The computer center 
enabled TNF to convince Indira Gandhi National Open University 
to establish a Program Study Center to offer low cost MCA and BCA 
degrees to working adults through evening and weekend programs. 

1990 - 1998
TNF Center, Phase 1 

The board decided to build a center in Chennai to be staffed 
for the proper execution of the growing list of member-sponsored 
projects in Tamil Nadu. At that time, then chief minister of Tamil 
Nadu, Mr. M.G. Ramachandran was in the United States on an official 
visit. During that visit, Dr. G. Palani Periasamy met with the Chief 
Minister, who was told of TNF’s plans and accomplishments. The 
Chief Minister was impressed by the work that had already been 
done. Because of what is known as the Land Ceiling Act, which 
redistributed land, the Chief Minister allotted three grounds of land 
at Kilpauk, Chennai - a prime location in the city. Dr. Periasamy’s 
role was significant in getting the land allotted to TNF.

The decision to build the center was crystallized and put on 
a firm track when Mr. C.K. Mohanam was named TNF President 
In1989. During the discussions, three different building plans 
were debated at length regarding how to construct the building.  
Mr. Mohanam’s leadership helped bring a consensus.

But, there were many roadblocks to getting this center built. The 
condition of the allotment was that TNF would establish a technology 
center within two years from the allotment date. However, there 
were problems such as a shortage of funds and difficulty finalizing 
the plans for the center, which put TNF in danger of missing the 
deadline. Subsequently, the government had the right to take back 
the land. In the spring of 1990, under Dr. Pitchumani’s presidency, 
Mr. Ram Thukkaram was appointed TNF Center Coordinator with 
the responsibility to complete the center in two phases. Phase 1 
consisted of the basement and first floor and Phase 2 added three 
floors, creating a 10,000 square feet building with ten wings of 
2,000 square feet each.

When Dr. Pitchumani’s term expired in July 1990, Dr. A.M. 
Rajendran took over as TNF President. Because of the threat of 
losing the land, Dr. Rajendran acted quickly to install a new board 
that would be best able to deal with the land issue. The reconstituted 
board included Justice Venugopal as Chairman. Other board 
members included: Dr. M. Anandakrishnan, Dr. S. Daivamani, Dr. 
Arcot Gajaraj and Prof. G. Ayyasamy. Mr. P. Chandrasekaran who 
had been serving as a Special Consultant to monitor of TNF projects, 
became Secretary of the board. The foundation, at that time, did 
not have any title or documents to the land to prove the ownership. 
All TNF possessed was a government order number. TNF was quite 
fortunate to have Justice Venugopal as our counsel to deal with such 
a legal quandary. 
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TNF was also fortunate for the work of Dr. S. Daivamani, who 
was a senior executive in the government. He was able to find the 
government order number, along with the conditions of allotment 
of the land to TNF for the construction of the Technology Center. 
By the fall of 1990, the two-year deadline had passed and, at that 
point, a simple order from a revenue official could have deprived 
TNF of the allotted land. 

TNF applied for an extension with a convincing presentation 
about how the potential of the Technology Center would help the 
people of Tamil Nadu with education, technology transfer, health 
and hygiene, and rural development. TNF received the extension 
after explaining that there had been a delay in raising the funds in 
the United States for the construction. Despite this victory, another 
legal problem erupted.

An opportunist created a document claiming ownership of the 
land, since TNF had not immediately occupied the land and begun 
construction of the technology center. The opportunist obtained 
a stay order from the high court of Tamil Nadu, thereby stopping 
TNF from proceeding with any construction activities. The stay 
was vacated thanks to Justice Venugopal with the help of senior 
advocate Mr. M.N. Padmanabhan. Construction of the compound 
wall to the TNF center began. But the opportunist appealed against 
the ruling and won another stay. Construction was stopped again. 
The legal battle continued for five years. TNF fought the battle in 
Madras High Court and won a favorable court order. It was a long 
step-by-step process. 

The opportunist tried to go to the Supreme Court. Justice 
Venugopal filed a caveat with the Supreme Court arguing that the 
case should not be admitted because there was no public interest in 
reversing the order of the Madras High Court. The report submitted 
was so convincing that the Supreme Court rejected the appeal 
outright. The Supreme Court did not even hear the case. Finally, 
after five years, TNF was allowed to proceed with the construction 
of the technology center. 

TNF Board at that time had in its control Dr. Muthu Veerappan 
Memorial Fund ($13,000) donated by his friends from Ohio and 
Maryland. The board had authorized this money for the TNF Center 
construction. However, the money was depleted due to the legal 
battles. There was really no money remaining for the construction of 
the center. In the meantime, the price of construction had increased 
significantly. TNF now needed $100,000. 

At that point, Mr. Thukkaram, TNF Center Coordinator, prepared 
a 16-page pamphlet describing all the activities of TNF to date. The 
pamphlet also briefly outlined future possibilities. More than 2,000 
pamphlets were printed and distributed to Americans of Tamil origin. 
The pamphlets were sent to members and also to non-members of 
TNF. Dr. C. Manogaran and Dr. T. Sounderpandian, both professors 
at the University of Wisconsin and directors of TNF, helped with the 
funding appeal.

Dr. Rajan K. Raj, a neurosurgeon and American of Sri Lankan 
Tamil origin from Oakbrook, Illinois, and a good friend of Mr. 
Thukkaram, donated $20,000 to sponsor a wing in the name of his 
deceased wife. The remaining cost of Phase I was paid for by Mr. 
Ram Thukkaram and his brother, Mr. San Santharam, who donated 
their father’s home in Chennai in Besant Nagar. Mr. Thukkaram 
provided the final funding to complete Phase1. 

On December 21, 1998, The TNF Center was inaugurated by 
Honorable Mayor of Chennai Mr. M.K. Stalin. The final cost of Phase 
1 was approximately $ 90,000.

1994
TNF Chemkit Project

There are a number of high schools in Tamil Nadu without any 
laboratory facilities. The Chemkit is a miniaturized laboratory kit that 
allows students to perform experiments necessary for their studies. 
The Chemkit was developed by Professor K. Balasubramaniam 
of MIT, Anna University-Chrompet. With Dr. Anandakrishnan’s 
enthusiastic support, TNF organized a number of workshops on the 
Chemkit. Many TNF members supported this project, particularly Mr. 
Paul Pandian. These kits were distributed to more than 25 schools. 
This was a very innovative project. In view of TNF’s involvement in 
education enhancement focus, this project deserves to be reignited.

1998
TNF Computer Center 

TNF Center opened the computer center in December 1998. Two 
years earlier in 1996, TNF started training students from Chennai 
Corporation Schools. A significant percentage of students in those 
schools were economically disadvantaged. TNF computer Center 
helped thousands of students learn computer programs at a very 
low cost.

TNF helped set up computer centers in more than 25 schools, 
reaching more than 10,000 students in ten districts. Working with 
many NGOs, TNF provided computers to more than 200 schools. TNF 
headed many activities to spread computer education throughout 
Tamil Nadu. More detailed descriptions and information is available 
at the TNF Center Chennai.

Due to the vast expansion of computer training centers in 
Chennai, TNF decided to close the Computer Center in 2010.When 
the center was closed it had 25 computers and four instructors. All 
software and hardware from the center were donated to the schools 
with which TNF had involvement. Primary funding for the computer 
center was provided by Mr. Thukkaram. 

1999
TNF Hacin Family Foundation 

TNF was associated with the Hacin Family Foundation for more 
than 10 years. Mr. Janez Hacin an architect and a philanthropist of 
Geneva, Switzerland, funded several charitable projects in Tamil 
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Nadu. These projects included: The Kovalam self-help group, a free 
medical camp, the Ponnai school children project, scholarships, 
the Kuthambakkam toilet project, a rainwater harvesting project in 
Nagarkoil, the Citizen Development Center Project, the Thulir science 
project and many more. An $18,000 dollars donation from Hacin 
Family Foundation, for example, provided two hundred households 
in the village of Kuthambakkam low-cost sanitary toilets. Mr. Janez 
Hacin supported more than 25 different projects over period of 
ten years. 

2000
TNF - Eye Camps 

TNF has been conducting Eye Camps since 2000. Cataract 
surgery can help someone who is visually handicapped regain 
sight. In June 2000, 160 patients were treated at Siluvathur village. 
More than 2000 were treated at TNF Eye Camps. Arvind Eye Hospital 
Madurai provided the treatment in most of the camps. 

TNF & Ms. Pamela Walsh of Friends of India 
Ms. Pamela Walsh is chairperson of Friends of India, a Geneva-

based NGO. She came to know of TNF through Mr. Nazeeb Dajani, 
trustee of the Global Harmony Foundation of Switzerland. Mr. Dajani 
was a friend of Dr. M. Anandakrishnan. Ms. Walsh is a longtime 
donor to TNF and a driving force behind many of our projects. 
When ASC International Language School, owned by Ms. Walsh, 
was planning to celebrate their silver Jubilee year of 1999, she was 
looking for a good, charitable project to support. 

Ms. Walsh visited many schools in Vellore and sat on the benches 
of the crowded schools. She realized that the girls could not even 
do their written schoolwork comfortably. After the Vellore visit, 
she funded many projects related to infrastructure development in 
schools. Every year, Ms. Walsh comes to Chennai to visit the projects 
funded by ASC International. After her ASC International Career, 
she formed Friends of India. Friends of India raised money for 
400 school uniforms for students in Tamil Nadu. TNF worked with 
Friends of India to identify 400 students in need of the uniforms. 

In addition, Friends of India donated money through TNF to 
Kovalam village to provide PVC water tanks, desilting village temple 
tanks and for repairing the toilets at Panchayat School and many 
more important needs.

2000 - 2010
Indira Gandhi National Open University & Tamil 
Nadu Open University at TNF Center 

TNF Chennai trustees decided to approach Indira Gandhi 
National Open University to qualify the TNF computer center as a 
Program Study Center for training students in MCA, BCA degree 
programs offered by the university. This would bring recognition to 
the center. One of the trustees, Prof. G. Ayyasamy, with the help of 
Mrs. Soundravalli Kulandaiswamy, then Regional Director of Indira 
Gandhi National Open University, got approval. For a study center 
to be approved it must have adequate computers, software, and a 

program administrator. It also needed an academic counselor who 
would need to be approved by the headquarters of Indira Gandhi 
Open University in Delhi. Mr. Chandrasekaran was approved and 
managed the overall program. 

The MCA, BCA and Certificate programs from Indira Gandhi 
National Open University gave the TNF Computer Center credibility 
to run its own programs. When Tamil Nadu Open University was 
started in 2004, one of the directors of Indira Gandhi National Open 
University joined Tamil Nadu Open University. TNF was now engaged 
to be their Program Study center also and offered similar courses. 

TNF conducted 6-month courses for the B.com, BBA students, 
and B.A. corporate secretary students. Nearly 6,500 students 
graduated, at a very low cost at the center. Funding that came about 
because of these programs helped the operation of the TNF Chennai 
chapter. It also contributed 10 Lakhs ($25,000) towards the second 
phase of construction. 

2005
Smokeless Kitchens 

TNF invited Ms. Walsh to visit Athur in Sholavaram block in 
Thiruvallur district, where she wanted to establish a computer 
center. During her stay, she visited Anganwadi day care centers in 
Tamil Nadu. These day care centers used conventional mud chulas 
to cook the mid-day meals for the children. These chulas created 
a lot of unhealthy smoke, which lingered around the children. 
Concerned over the safety of the children, Ms. Walsh launched the 
Smokeless Kitchen Project.

Aided by donations from Friends of India, TNF members, 
and from the government of Tamil Nadu, the program spread. 
Nammakka Namme Thittam and self-sufficiency schemes also 
helped. TNF was able to help spread donations from Friends of 
India to many districts, including Theni, Dindugal, Villupuram, 
Dharmapuri, Ariyalur, Thirunelveli, and others. As of 2013, the 
initiative by Ms. Walsh has helped TNF implement more than 12,000 
smokeless stoves in Anganwadi Centers in Tamil Nadu. 

The government of Tamil Nadu has adopted this project and is 
committed to providing smoke-free stoves to all day-care centers 
in Tamil Nadu. Recently, the government of India suggested that all 
state governments help day care centers to be smoke free. This is 
tremendous progress. 

Tailoring Program 
As part of a woman’s empowerment program, a tailoring 

program was started at the TNF Center in 2005. A full-time 
instructor employed by TNF has trained more than 500 women 
from economically disadvantaged areas. The training has helped 
many women get employment in garment shops. Since 2012, sewing 
machines have been provided to the women.

In March 2012, TNF Chennai received a Vocational Training 
Provider Certificate from the central government in Delhi. This 
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certificate and registration with the government allows TNF Chennai 
to provide a government-approved certificate to those who finish 
the course. This official certificate opens many doors for job 
opportunities. This tailoring program is scalable in rural areas of 
Tamil Nadu.

TNF Center - Phase 2 
The impetus for starting the second phase of the TNF Center 

came from Indira Gandhi Open University. The university was 
considering cutting off funds because the Phase 1 TNF center did 
not have enough space for the number of students studying there.

At that time, TNF Chennai was fortunate to have Dr. 
Anandakrishnan as Chairman. Mr. Thukkaram, TNF Center 
Coordinator, explained that TNF needed approximately $150,000 
to complete Phase 2, which would give the center additional space 
needed for the Indira Gandhi Open University requirement. Mr. 
Thukkaram suggested contacting a few individuals to ask for a 
$20,000 donation. In return for this generosity, one wing of the 
center would be named after a loved one of their choosing.

Dr. Anandakrishnan donated $20,000 after listening to the 
proposal. That spontaneous gesture surprised Mr. Thukkaram 
and provided the motivation required to complete the second 
phase. Mr. Paul Pandian of Dallas, Texas, donated $20,000. Mr. M. 
Manickam, President of TNF- USA at the time, donated $20,000. Mr. 
Chandrasekaran, who managed the Indira Gandhi National Open 
University Program, was able to generate surplus funds saving 10 
Lakhs Rupees that also became part of the construction fund. Mr. 
A.C. Muthiah of SPIC donated $2,500 (1 Lakh Rupees) and the 
balance was donated by Mr. Thukkaram. The second phase was 
opened June 10, 2005 by Mr. Ravi Candadai, U.S. Consul General in 
South India. The approximate cost of construction was $160,000. 

2006
Laia Foundation 

TNF started working with the Laia Foundation in 2006. The Laia 
Foundation is an Indian Charitable Trust dedicated to building a 
better future for inhabitants of many villages around Vedanthangal, 
Kancheepuram District. TNF secretary Mr. Chandrasekaran has 
counseled on many initiatives of the Laia Foundation. Funds from 
overseas were channeled through TNF to the Laia Foundation. 
TNF provided help to the Laia Foundation in dealing with many 
government regulations. This led to the successful implementation 
of many Laia Foundation projects. Mr. Luis Compte, founder of Laia 
Foundation, Vedanthangal, Kancheepuram District, Tamil Nadu, is 
the recipient of the TNF Excellency Award for 2014. 

2007
Ponneri Library Improvement

Ponneri is a small town in Thiruvallur district north of Chennai. 
Though Ponneri library had existed for a long time, everything 
changed in 2007 with the involvement of TNF. Mr. S. Natesan, TNF 
Chennai Chapter Trustee, and Mr. Chandrasekaran took personal 

interest in the library. With complete cooperation of Mr. Panick 
Pandian and government officials, TNF implemented five new 
programs.

1. Establishing a computer center primarily used by students
and local population for browsing

2. Computer training during summer holidays

3. Infrastructure assistance, tables, chairs, shelves, etc.

4. Book bank system

5. Soft skill training program to college students in the Ponneri
area for motivation and personality development

The sixth program increased committed donors from double 
digits to triple digits, nearing 300 donors. These local donors 
provide 1000 or 5000 Rupees to be considered as donors. Ponneri 
now is one of the most used branch libraries in Tamil Nadu and has 
transformed the area. 

Because of the success of the Ponneri library, Mr. Pandian 
was promoted to Tiruvottiyur Library which was in dilapidated 
condition. In the last two years, as a result of funds raised through 
local charities and the community confidence in Mr. Pandian’s 
abilities, Tiruvottiyur Library is taking shape at the cost of one crore 
($170,000). 

2007
Anbalayam

Anbalayam, in English, means loving home. Anbalayam, located 
in the rural town of Sirkali is the home for 55 special-needs 
children. The home was founded in a rundown rental building by 
Ms. Meerabai Ekambaram, a local resident with a heart as big as 
it can be. 

There are more than 10 million special-needs children in India. 
Most of the children were abandoned by their parents in public 
places like bus stands, railroad stations and local markets, with 
the hope that somehow their children will be taken care of. When 
Mrs. Meerabai founded Anbalayam in 1998 she had picked the 
children wandering around in the bus stand at Sirkali. Anbalayam’s 
children have the typical maladies of special-needs children, mental 
retardation, cerebral palsy, Downs Syndrome, autism and multiple 
disabilities. Genetic consanguinity (marrying close relations) is 
one of the significant causes of offspring that are diagnosed with 
special-needs. Genetic consanguinity is not un-common, even in 
highly educated communities in Tamil Nadu. 

Dr. Somasundaram, TNF Director who was involved with an 
orphanage project near Sirkali, was made aware of the plight 
of children of Anbalayam. He visited Anbalayam in 2006 and to 
his dismay found that the children starved most of the days. The 
orphanage was in such a bad condition that when it rained the 
children had to stand along the wall because the roof leaked badly. 
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A focused effort by Dr. Somalay in raising funds through 
Philadelphia Tamil community resulted in a new building of 3,000 
square feet in TNF owned land. Tamil Sangam of central Indiana 
and Dallas-based Sastha Tamil foundation (through “Angel Janani” 
project) initiated corpus funds for food assistance.

TNF is in the process of implementing a five year plan. In 
projects like these, any kind of help anyone can provide, however 
small, is a big plus.

2008
Kalanjiyam Pilot Project Primary Education

The focus of fund raising at the 2008 TNF National Convention 
was to prevent dropout at the primary school. The TNF USA board, 
based on funded study, showed that the dropout rate in rural areas 
was twenty to thirty percent. The funds collected were to be spent 
on a pilot project to study the problem thoroughly and eventually 
come with a methodology to make a difference in primary education 
dropout issue.

For the pilot project TNF USA Board identified a proven 
organization that had enough experience in primary education in 
rural villages. It chose Kalanjiyam run by two individuals with a 
proven record of performance. After a field visit by TNF President 
Mr. Sami Palanisami, along with TNF Chennai staff, Kalanjiyam was 
awarded a three-year contract for $60,000 to improve the primary 
education and reduce the dropout rate on four villages, chosen for 
their economically disadvantaged situation.

Kalanjiyam worked with local village leaders, government 
education authority and local school staff. Women from the 
villages were hired as social workers to promote instant buy-in. 
They also served as substitute teachers or teacher’s assistants. They 
were responsible for improving the educational environment to 
include, purchase books and notebooks, basic furniture, enable 
clean drinking water and toilet facilities, transportation assistance 
to children, computer training, sports and recreational activities.

The Kalanjiam engagement convinced the TNF board of the 
need to undertake a similar program of its own in a vastly improved 
cost effective way. The learning experience was very useful for the 
successful implementation of TNF ABC Project.

2008
Elathur Coaching Project to Improve Passing Rate 
in the 10th Standard

A very concerned headmistress, Mrs. Ambika, dismayed at the 
miserable passing rate of her students provided the primary reason 
for TNF starting a customized coaching program for the tenth grade 
students at Elathur government high school in Vellor District, an Adhi 
Dravida school functioning under Adhi Dravida welfare department. 
In the year 2006-2007, the passing rate was 28%.

Four months of customized coaching was given in all subjects. 
Food was provided for the students as the coaching sessions went 
into late evening. The results were phenomenal. The passing rate 
jumped to 82% in 2008 compared to 28% in 2007. During the 
school term 2008-2009 there was an opportunity for failed 10th 
grade students to reappear for the examination. TNF, with the 
help of Mrs. Ambika, recruited field staff to bring back the failed 
students. Almost all the students were working as laborers. A few 
of the girls were engaged to be married. Some were just idling, 
but all of them were interested in completing 10th grade standard. 
However, prior to TNF’s involvement, no one in the village had the 
capacity to motivate them. 

TNF gave additional coaching to all the 75 failed students and 
enabled them to take the board examination. The passing rate for 
this group was 85%. All of the passed students continued their 
school education.

In 2009, Mrs. Ambika was transferred and the new administrative 
staff was not keen on continuing the program. In 2009 the passing 
rate dropped down to 35%! Mrs. Ambika, alarmed at the number, 
was able to get Elathur High School back into the program and 
in 2010; the 10th grade passing rate was 100% for the first time. 
Thanks to Ms. Kavitha, treasurer of the TNF Foundation, who took 
the initiative and followed through for successful completion of 
the program.

2010
First Annual TNF Chennai Chapter Conference

A significant milestone was achieved in 2010. First annual TNF 
Chennai Chapter conference was conducted under the leadership of 
Dr. A.M. Swaminathan, Chairman, and was attended by more than 
200 guests and representatives from other NGOs. Four speakers 
from government and four from non-governmental organizations 
addressed the gathering on the real issues in Tamil Nadu on 
Education, Women’s Empowerment, Health and Hygiene, and Rural 
development.

The ideas generated were essential in guiding TNF in identifying 
future-oriented projects that will strengthen the four pillars of 
TNF. TNF has conducted annual conferences ever since. These 
conferences elevate the stature of TNF among all other NGOs in 
Tamil Nadu.

2011
Soft Skill Training Program

In Tamil Nadu, passing 10th grade is absolutely required to be 
employable. The future for those who have not passed 10th grade 
is pretty grim. Mrs. Andal Domodran, former chair of the board of 
trustees, urged TNF Chennai chapter to initiate a project to improve 
the 10th grade passing rate through a program to motivate students. 

TNF center chapter tried to develop a two-day program for 
the high schools of Tamil Nadu that would be similar to the career 
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guidance program TNF started at Engineering College, Guindy, 
Chennai. But the issues for high school students were very different. 
The high school program had to be affordable, and TNF needed 
to be able to take the program to schools. Also, TNF needed to 
convince the heads of the schools that the program would deliver 
what it promised since the students would be away from regular 
classes for two days. 

At first, TNF was not very successful in developing the program 
to meet all the requirements. But when a discussion of the training 
came up at a board of trustees meeting held at project site, Ponneri 
Library, M.N. Reguraj, Trustee, offered a solution. He is president 
of Nettur Technical Training Foundation (NTTF), and he offered 
materials and trainers from the two-day soft skill training that were 
offered to all the students of NTTF Bangalore. 

NTTF Bangalore is the biggest training center in South East Asia. 
NTTF has 23 Training Institutes throughout India, and annually 
trains about 8,000 students in various job skills. This training can 
be 3 months to 3 years. TNF accepted Mr. Reguraj’s offer. Under the 
informal agreement, NTTF provides two trainers and the training 
material. All the expenses related to training will be paid by TNF, 
including travel expenses, boarding and lodging as well as expenses 
at the training locations. The training would be brought to the 
students in their schools.

The two-day soft-skills program covers a number of specific 
areas on each day. 

On the first day the following subjects are covered.

l	 Knowing the game - personal details, strengths and
 weaknesses
l	 Analysis of weaknesses - how to convert weakness into strength
l	 Communication
l	 Concentration - listening, reading, understanding
l	Memory improvement
l	 Presentation skill
l	 Communication game

And in the second day these following subjects are covered,

l	 Thought for the day
l	 Time management
l	 Health and personal hygiene
l	 Civic sense
l	 Confidence building
l	Memory improving exercise
l	 How to prepare for the examination and overcome fear
l	 Career planning - different courses and job opportunities
l	 Feedback

As of May 2014, TNF has trained 1450 students in 33 schools in 
7 districts. Fund availability at TNF center will determine the number 
schools the training will be offered. TNF has also started the process 
of “train the trainer program”, to eliminate the dependency on NTTF

2011-2012
Kattupakkam Coaching Class for 10th Standard

Kattupakkam Government High School is the only school for 
five villages. 242 students are enrolled for grades 6 through 10. 
TNF, at the request of Kattupakkam village people and school 
administration, started a similar coaching program. The passing 
rate for both 2012 and 2013 academic years at Kattupakkam was 
100%. The Elathur and Kattupakkam programs were funded by Mrs. 
Kavitha and Mr. Thukkaram. 

Starting in 2013, Elathur and Kattupakkam have become part 
of second cluster in Vellore District for ABC Project and are now 
funded by Houston Convention funds and the TNF Chennai chapter.

2012
ABC Project

The ABC project provides after school coaching to students 
lagging behind in class or academic performance. ABC originally 
stood for Academic Bridge Course. Based on three years of 
experience in conducting the ABC Project, the project has a new 
meaning. A stands for achieving grade level proficiency; B stands 
for building the morale: and C stands for championing higher 
aspirations. TNF launched the ABC project in eight schools in 
Sivaganga district. The project has transformed the schools, and 
the students, for better, in many ways. 

Dr. Somasundaram, director of TNF along with Chennai executive 
director Mrs. ManmathaDevi, visited Kalanjiam project and reviewed 
the methodology and visited many schools in Sivaganga district. They 
had extensive discussions with education officials and community 
leaders in Sivaganga area, TNF Chennai chapter. They also reviewed 
the special coaching sessions conducted at Elathur and Kattupakkam 
schools. With input from TNF board USA, Dr.Somasundaram came 
up with a winner, the ABC Project.

Results show that students who are part of the ABC Project have 
become academically competent and on par with fellow classmates. 
Armed with this good information, TNF has launched a second 
cluster in Vellore, North Arcot district in five schools. The third 
cluster is slated for Cuddalore.

2013
TNF ART GALLERY

Tamil Nadu foundation, working with Tamil Nadu Arts & Crafts 
Improvement Association, facilitated the opening of an art gallery for 
members of TACIA. The gallery is on one of the 2,000-square foot 
wings of the TNF center. There are ten of these wings, and one was 
leased to TACIA at a subsidized cost. The art gallery at TNF Center 
was inaugurated on November 21, 2013.

The idea of this art gallery could be traced back to 2009 when 
Mr. Thukkaram wanted to visit a public art gallery in Chennai. He 
had no luck finding one. Then he visited all the retail art galleries 
in Chennai. There were less than 10. Talking to the owners of retail 
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galleries, he realized there was a need for public art gallery in order 
to promote art appreciation and create an environment for better 
career opportunities for the artisans of Tamil Nadu. With more 
successful artists, a public art gallery could be a reality, besides 
meeting another socio economic need.

In 2012, Mr. Thukkaram urged Mr. Sanjeevi to start a project to 
promote art in Chennai. Mr. Sanjeevi made it happen. He developed 
a plan after talking to many people in the art community. Dr. B.R. 
Annapillai founder and president of Tacia was very enthusiastic to 
have the art gallery at TNF center for the artists and for Chennai.

Founded in 1991 TACIA has more than 300 aspiring artists as 
members. TACIA has conducted Annual exhibitions, artist camps, 
competitions and seminars in major cities in India. However TACIA 
does not have a permanent place to exhibit the works of budding 
new artists.

Dr. Annapillai has said for the last 37 years TACIA has been 
promoting art in India without any financial assistance. Several of 
artist members of TACIA have gone on to win state and national 
awards. He often requests that the general public and companies buy 
their art works, and support the art community. He hoped someday, 
someone will acknowledge TACIA’s efforts and help launch TACIA 
to the global arena. 

TACIA is the only non-profit organization in Tamil Nadu 
promoting art.

As of May 2014, eight art exhibitions, including two children’s 
exhibitions, have been held at the gallery. At a typical exhibition, 
60 paintings were displayed and more than 500 visitors saw the 
paintings, which were all for sale.

In Conclusion, The TNF Difference 
There are many other organizations doing good work in India. 

These are familiar to TNF members including, America-India 
Foundation, Prithim, Udavumkarangal, and Kalanjiyam. TNF is 
very different because our work is so acutely focused. When you 
donate to TNF, you are not just donating to some cause of good. 

You are donating to something very specific- a smokeless kitchen, 
eye camps, or any of our many projects. You can see exactly where 
your money goes. Other organizations typically have the same core 
management team since inception and they get their funding from 
corporate donors, wealthy individuals, and fund-raising events or 
from well-known foundations such as the Ford Foundation, the 
McArthur Foundation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 
TNF is different from many of these nonprofit organizations that 
operate in India.

We were founded on the premise that we can be a vehicle for 
members, primarily situated in North America, to fund a specific 
charitable project any place in Tamil Nadu. Because of this, our 
projects are spread all over Tamil Nadu. TNF gives equal focus to 
small and large projects. . Because of the close relationship between 
the donor and the specific project, there is more satisfaction for both 
those on the ground receiving the aid and those of us giving the aid. 

Think of this: In our world, no child has the option to choose 
his or her parents. Some children start at a disadvantage in life and 
our goal at TNF is to even the playing field as much as we can. Quite 
simply, we try to help those who need assistance. In our 40 years, we 
have had to innovate responses to better help those in need. We have 
learned as we have gone along. In fact, many of our projects started 
small and then over time gathered momentum and made a real and 
significantly greater difference than we originally envisioned. 

The Tamil Nadu Foundation is like the banyan tree, growing and 
spreading roots. TNF, over a period of 40 years, has grown huge to 
include more than 750 family members with many projects, just like 
roots, growing ever stronger. TNF, like the banyan tree, casts long 
shadows that give shelter to many from the hot sun.

This report has been prepared by Mr. Ram Thukkaram 
(TNF Center  Coordinator)  and reviewed by  
Mr. C.K. Mohanam, and Mr. K. Manickam( past presidents 
of TNF) and Mr. P.C. Chandresekaran, (Secretary TNF 
Chennai Chapter).

Â
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²Š¬ðò£ õ£ˆFò£˜ ðœOJ¡ ªñJ¡ «è† Ü¼«è 
õ‰î «ð£¶, Þõ˜ â¶‚° Þƒ° õ¼Aø£˜ â¡ø 
ê‰«îèˆ«î£´, õ£†„«ñ¡ ªêð£v®¡ ð£˜ˆî£¡. 
Üõ¬ó â‚è£óí‹ ªè£‡´‹ ðœO‚ÃìˆFŸ°œ 
Mì‚Ãì£¶ â¡Á G˜õ£è‹ ÜõÂ‚° àˆîó¾ 
«ð£†®¼‰î¶.

“â¡ù ªêð£v®¡, âŠð® Þ¼‚è? â†ñ£vì˜ 
Þ¼‚è£ó£?” ²Š¬ðò£ ê£˜ «è†ì¶‹, ªêðv®¡ 
ºèˆ¬îˆ F¼ŠH‚ªè£‡´ è£F™ õ£ƒè£îõ¡ 
«ð£™ G¡Á ªè£‡®¼‰î£¡.

²Š¬ðò£ õ£ˆFò£˜, A†ìˆî†ì ï£Ÿð¶ õ¼ìƒèœ 
Ü‰îŠ ðœOJ¡ ÝCKòó£è Þ¼‰¶ Cô õ¼ìƒèœ 
º¡ æŒ¾ ªðŸøõ˜. îI›, ÝƒAô‹, èí‚°, 
êKˆFó‹, Ì«è£÷‹ â¡Á Ýø£‹ õ°Š¹ ºî™ 
ðˆî£‹ õ°Š¹ õ¬ó ÜŠ ðœO ñ£íõ˜èÀ‚°Š 
ð£ì‹ ªê£™L ªè£´ˆîõ˜. ãèŠð†ì ñ£íõ˜èœ, 
ð™«õÁ ÝCKò˜èœ, ðQªó‡´ ªý†ñ£vì˜èœ 
â¡Á î‹ ÝCKò õ£›‚¬èJ™ êèôº‹ ð£˜ˆîõ˜. 
ðœO ñ£«ùxªñ¡´‚° Þõ˜ e¶ ï™ô ÜHŠó£ò‹ 
Þ¼‰î¶. ÜîŸ°‚ è£óí‹, ²Š¬ðò£ õ£ˆFò£˜, î‹ 
ªî£N¬ô»‹, Ü‰îŠ ðœO¬ò»‹ «ïCˆî Mî‹. 
«ñ«ùxªñ‡† â¡ù ê‹ð÷‹ ªè£´‚Aø«î£, 
Ü¬îŠ «ðê£ñ™ õ£ƒA‚ªè£œõ£˜. î‹ õ£›‚¬è 
º¿¶‹ Ü‰îŠ ðœO‚«è Ü˜ŠðEˆî£˜. Ü‰îŠ 
ð°F ñ‚èœ Cô˜, ÜŠðœO¬ò GüŠ ªðò˜ ªè£‡´ 
Ü¬ö‚è£ñ™, ²Š¬ðò£ vÃ™ â¡Á Ü¬ö‚°‹ 
Ü÷¾‚° ÜŠðœO»ì¡ å¡P M†ìõ˜.

Ü‚è£ôˆF™ ªõÁ‹ ¯„ê˜ †¬óQƒ ñ†´‹ 
º®ˆ¶ ðœOJ™ «ê˜‰î Üõ˜, ð®Šð®ò£è  

Ü…ê™ õN‚ è™M Íô‹ îI›, ÝƒAô‹, èí‚° 
â¡Á ðJ¡Á åšªõ£¼ ð£ìˆF½‹ º¶è¬ôŠ 
ð†ì‹ ªðŸø£˜. ð£ì‹ ªê£™L‚ªè£´ŠðF½‹, 
ñ£íõ˜è¬÷ á‚è‹ ªê£™L õ÷˜ŠðF½‹ A™ô£®. 
Üõ˜ õ°Š¹ ñ£íõ˜èœ, ðœO ÞÁFˆ «î˜¾èO™ 
ËÁ êîMAî‹ «î˜„C ªðŸøù˜.

áFò‹ õ£ƒè£ñ™, †Îû¡ A÷£v â´Šð£˜. 
F¼ñí‹ ðŸP â™ô£‹ Üõ˜ C‰Fˆ¶Š ð£˜‚è«õ 
Þ™¬ô. âù«õ Üõ¼‚ªè¡Á °´‹ð«ñ£, Üîù£™ 
ãŸð´‹ ÜFèŠð® ªêô«õ£ Þ™¬ô. àøMù˜èœ 
â¡Á ò£¼‹ Þ™¬ô. è£¬ôJ™ ÜŒò˜ è¬ì ®ð¡, 
ñFò‹ Ü‹ð£œ ªñvR™ õ…Có e¡ ê£Šð£´, 
Þó¾ àí¾ ¬ï† ï£„CòŠð¡ è¬ì â¡ø å¿ƒA™ 
å¼ ï£À‹ îõPò«î Þ™¬ô. Þ‰î‚ è¬ìèœ 
M´º¬ø M†ì£™ ñ†´«ñ «õÁ ÞìƒèÀ‚°„ 
ªê¡Á ê£ŠH´õ£˜. å¼ ð¬öò «ìŠ ªóè£˜ìK™, 
ð£èõî˜, õê‰î«è£Aô‹, ñè£Lƒè‹ â¡Á Ü‰î 
ï£¬÷òŠ ð£ì™èœ «è†ð£˜. âŠ«ð£î£õ¶ ð£˜õF 
ì£‚WC™ Üõ˜èœ ï®ˆî ðì‹ õ‰î£™ ð£˜Šð£˜.

Í¡Á õ¼ìƒèÀ‚° º¡ «ñ«ùxªñ‡† Üõ¼‚° 
Kìò˜ªñ¡† ªè£´ˆî¶. G¬øò ðK²Š ªð£¼†èÀ‹, 
ªð£¡ù£¬ìèÀ‹, ñ£õ†ì‚ è™M ÜFè£KJ¡ 
ð£ó£†´Š ðˆFóº‹ ªè£´ˆî£˜èœ. Þªî™ô£‹ 
ñA›„C î‰î£½‹, Þó¾ àøƒèŠ«ð£°‹«ð£¶ î£¡ 
à‡¬ñ à¬øˆî¶. ÞQ ñÁï£œ ºî™ ðœO‚°„ 
ªê™ô º®ò£¶ â¡ð¬î àí˜‰î¶‹, Üõó£™ Ü¬îˆ 
î£ƒè º®òM™¬ô. â¡ù ªêŒòŠ«ð£A«ø£‹ 
â¡Á îMˆî£˜. ¹ˆîèƒèè¬÷»‹, õ°Š¹è¬÷»‹, 
ñ£íõ˜è¬÷»‹ M†ì£™ Üõ¼‚° «õÁ å¡Á‹ 
ªîKò£¶.

è™M‚°‹ à‡«ì£ Ü¬ì‚°‹ î£›
A short story written by: Sekar Chandrasekar
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æŒ¾ ªðŸø ºî™ õ£ó‹ ªõÁñ«ù á¬ó„ ²ŸP 
õ‰î£˜. Hø° î£ƒè º®ò£ñ™, ªý†ñ£vì¬ó»‹, 
«ñ«ùxªñ‡†¬ì»‹ ê‰Fˆ¶, î‹ ñù‚°¬ø¬ò„ 
ªê£¡ù£˜. Üõ˜èÀ‹ å¼ õ£ó‹ «ò£Cˆ¶ M†´, 
«ñ½‹ å¼ õ¼ìˆ¶‚° Üõ¼‚°Š ðE c†®Š¹ 
ªè£´ˆîù˜. Ýù£™, õ£óˆ¶‚° å«ó å¼ õ°Š¹ 
ñ†´‹ â´‚èô£‹. «î¬õŠð†ì£™ Mù£ˆî£œ, 
ð£ìˆ F†ìƒèO™ Hø ÝCKò˜èÀ‚° àîõô£‹, 
ñŸÁ‹ Cô C™ô¬ø «õ¬ôèœ â¡Á, Cô 
Gð‰î¬ùèÀì¡ åŠð‰î‹ «ð£†´, ÜîŸ° ªê£Ÿðˆ 
ªî£¬è å¡¬ø áFòñ£è¾‹ ªè£´ˆ¶ ²Š¬ðò£¬õ 
¬õˆ¶‚ ªè£‡ìù˜.

Þó‡´ Ý‡´èœ ÞŠð®«ò ªê¡øù. ²Š¬ðò£ 
ÜF™ ã«î£ ªõÁ¬ñ¬ò àí˜‰î£˜. îù‚° 
Þ¡Â‹ ªè£…ê‹ ªð£ÁŠ¹ ÜO‚è «õ‡´‹ â¡Á 
ðœO G˜õ£èˆFì‹ «è†ì£˜. ÜîŸè£èˆ îù‚° 
â‰î áFòº‹ îQò£èˆ îó «õ‡ì£‹ â¡Á‹ 
ªê£¡ù£˜. Hø ÝCKò˜è«÷£´ G˜õ£è‹ Ý«ô£ê¬ù 
ïìˆFò¶. Þ÷‹ ÝCKò˜èœ Cô˜ ²Š¬ðò£ e¶ 
Cô °¬øèœ ¬õˆîù˜. Üõ¼‚°Š ¹Fò ð£ìˆ 
F†ìƒèO™ ðK„êò‹ Þ™ô£îî£™ Mù£ˆî£œ 
õ®õ¬ñŠH™ ðô «è£÷£Áèœ Þ¼Šðî£è„ 
ªê£¡ù£˜èœ. «ñ½‹, ðœOJ™ èEQJ¡ àîM 
ªè£‡´ ð£ìˆ F†ìƒèÀ‹, Mù£ˆî£†èÀ‹ õ¼‹ 
Ý‡´ ºî™ Ü¬ñ‚è Þ¼Šðî£™, ²Š¬ðò£M¡ 
àîM ÞQ «î¬õŠðì£¶ â¡Á º®¾ ªêŒîù˜.

Hø° I°‰î ªï¼‚è®‚A¬ì«ò, G˜õ£è‹ å¼ 
ï£œ ²Š¬ðò£¬õ Ü¬öˆ¶ ÞQ Üõ˜ ðœO‚° 
õó «õ‡ì£‹ â¡Á ªê£™Lò¶. «ñ½‹, 
ñŸø ðœOèO™ ²Š¬ðò£M¡ Fø¬ñ ðŸP‚ 
ÃPJ¼Šðî£è¾‹, ÜŠðœOèO™ ãî£õ¶ õ£ŒŠ¹ 
õ‰î£™, ²Š¬ðò£M¡ ªðò¬óŠ ðK‰¶¬ó 
ªêŒõî£è¾‹, ÜõKì‹ ÝÁîô£è„ ªê£™L 
¬õˆîù˜.

Ýù£™ ²Š¬ðò£ Fùº‹ ðœO‚° õ‰î£˜. ªè£…ê 
«ïó‹ êJ¡v ô£Š Ü¼«è Þ¼‚°‹ «õŠð ñóˆF¡ 
GöL™ GŸð£˜. Ü‰î ñó‹ Üõ˜ ï†´ ¬õˆî¶. 
Þ¡Á ªðKî£è õ÷˜‰¶ î¬ô GI˜‰¶ GŸAø¶. 
‘G˜õ£è‹ «õ‡ì£‹ â¡Á â¡¬ù å¶‚°¶, 
à¡¬ù»‹ å¼ ï£ å¶‚è «ð£°¶, ü£‚Aó¬îò£ 
Þ¼‰¶‚è’, â¡Á Ü‰î ñóˆFì‹ «ð²õ£˜.

vì£çŠ ÏI™ F¯ªóù ¸¬ö‰¶ “â¡ù A÷£v 
«ð£è£ñ Üó†¬ì Ü®‚Alƒè. ï£¡ «ð£J 
àƒè õ°Š¬ð â´‚è†´ñ£ ?” â¡ð£˜. ñŸø 
õ£ˆFò£˜èO¡ «ñ¬êJ™ Ü´‚A Þ¼‚°‹ 
ñ£íõ˜èO¡ è†´¬ó «ï£†´‚è¬÷ â´ˆ¶, 
ÜõŸP™ H¬ö F¼ˆF ñFŠªð‡ Þ´õ£˜. õ°Š¹ 
õó£‡ì£M™ àô£ˆ¶õ£˜. å¼º¬ø è£Lò£è Þ¼‰î 
õ°Šð¬øJ™ î¡ º¡ ñ£íõ˜èœ Þ¼Šðî£è‚ 
èŸð¬ù ªêŒ¶ªè£‡´, ²Š¬ðò£ õ£ˆFò£˜ 
ã«î£ ð£ì‹ â´ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î¬î å¼ ÝCKò˜ 

ð£˜ˆ¶ M†´, ñŸø vÃ™ vì£çŠ â™«ô£¬ó»‹ 
Ü¬öˆ¶‚ è£†®ù£˜.

G˜õ£è‹ ²Š¬ðò£¬õ Ü¬öˆ¶‚ è´¬ñò£è 
â„êK‚¬è ªêŒ¶, ÞQ«ñ™ Üõ˜ ðœO‚° õó‚ 
Ãì£¶ â¡Á è‡®Šð£è„ ªê£¡ù¶. «ñ½‹ 
õ£†„«ñ¡ ªêð£v®Qì‹, ²Š¬ðò£ õ£ˆFò£¬ó 
ÞQ ðœOJÂœ«÷ õó ÜÂñF‚è‚Ãì£¶ â¡Á 
àˆîó¾ «ð£†ì¶. Þ¶ ïì‰¶ A†ìˆî†ì ï£¡° 
õ£ó‹ ÝJŸÁ. ²Š¬ðò£õ£™ ªð£Á‚è º®òM™¬ô. 
Þ¡Á å¼ º®¾ ªîKò£ñ™ õó‚Ãì£¶ â¡Á, 
ªý†ñ£vªì¬ó»‹, G˜õ£èˆ¬î»‹ ð£˜‚è‚ 
A÷‹H M†ì£˜.

õ£†„«ñ¡ ªêð£v®¡ Ü¼«è ªê¡Á, Üõ¡ 
«î£¬÷ˆ î†®ù£˜. Üõ¡ “â¡ù Mûòñ£ 
õ‰bƒè ê£˜? àƒè¬÷ àœ«÷ õó‚Ãì£¶µ 
ªê£™L¼‚è£ƒè«÷ ê£˜...” â¡ø£¡. °óL™ CP¶ 
Ü‚è¬ø ªîK‰î¶. ²Š¬ðò£ ÜõÂ‚° ä‹ð¶‹, 
ËÁñ£è G¬øòˆ îì¬õ ªè£´ˆ¶ àîMJ¼‚Aø£˜.

“Þ™ôŠð£, ªý† ñ£vì˜-ä Üõêóñ£ ð£‚èµ‹”, 
²Š¬ðò£ ªê£™L‚ ªè£‡®¼‚°‹«ð£«î å¼ ªðKò 
«õ¡ èîõ¼«è àÁI M†´ G¡ø¶. «õQL¼‰¶ 
®¬óõ˜ ÞøƒA ªêð£v®Qì‹ ªê¡Á å¼ «ðŠð¬ó‚ 
è£‡Hˆ¶, “«õ¡ô è‹ŠÎ†ì˜ õ‰F¼‚°, èî¬õˆ 
Føƒè. ªè£‡´«ð£Œ Þø‚èµ‹...” â¡ø£¡.

«õ¡ àœ«÷ «ð£õîŸè£è ªêð£v®¡ èî¬õ 
Üèôñ£èèˆ Fø‚è, Üî¡ Þ¬ìªõOJ™, 
êì‚ªè¡Á ²Š¬ðò£ àœ«÷ ¸¬ö‰î£˜. «õèñ£è 
ïì‰î£˜. H¡ù£™ ªêð£v®¡, “²Š¬ðò£ ê£˜ àœ÷ 
«ð£è£bƒè” â¡Á èˆFò¬î ê†¬ì ªêŒò£ñ™, A´ 
A´ªõù ªý† ñ£vì˜ Ï‹ ªê¡Á èî¬õˆ î†® 
ÜÂñF «è†è£ñ™, Üõó¶ Ü¬ø‚°œ êì‚ªè¡Á 
¸¬ö‰î£˜.

F´‚A†´ GI˜‰î ªý†ñ£vì˜, “æ! ²Š¬ðò£... 
õ£†®v Fv ? âŠð® àœ÷...? â¡ù Mûò‹?” 
Üõ˜ ð£˜¬õJ™ º¡ù˜ Þ¼‚°‹ C«ïèˆ î¡¬ñ 
Þ™¬ô. “C†” â¡Á âF«ó Þ¼‚¬è¬ò‚ è£†®ù£˜.

“ÝçŠì˜Û¡ ê£˜. â¡ù£ô i†ô ²‹ñ£ Þ¼‚è 
º®ò¬ô. ðœO‚Ãì‹, õ°Šð¬ø ð£‚è£ñ, 
ê£Šð£´, É‚è‹ â¶¾‹ ªê™ô ñ£†«ìƒ°¶. âŠðŠ 
ð£ˆî£½‹ vÃ™ ªïùŠð£«õ Þ¼‚°. F¼ŠH 
«êˆ¶‚èƒè«÷¡” â¡ø£˜.

“½‚ Ivì˜ ²Š¬ðò£. àƒèÀ‚° ï£Â‹, 
«ñ«ùxªñ‡´‹ ãèŠð†ì ê½¬èèœ G¬øòˆ 
îì¬õ âƒè î°F‚° eP‚ ªè£´ˆ¶†«ì£‹. ñŸø 
vì£çŠªú™ô£‹ G¬øò è‹Š¬÷‡† ð‡ø£ƒè. 
Üõƒè MûòˆFô cƒè Üù£õCòñ£ î¬ôf´ 
ªêŒø¬î ò£¼‹ M¼‹ð¬ô. àƒè¬÷ˆ F¼‹ð ï£ƒè 
â´ˆ¶‚è º®ò£¶. hè™ è£‹ŠO«èû¡v G¬øò 
Þ¼‚°. ã¡ Þšõ÷¾ Üìñ¡†ì£ Þ¼‚Wƒè ? 
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K¬ìò˜ ÝJ†¯ƒè. °´‹ð‹, ªè£ö‰î °†®Â 
åƒèÀ‚° å¼ Hó„C¬ù»‹ Þ™¬ô. «ðê£ñ å¼ 
Ý™ Þ‰Fò£ Ç˜ «ð£J†´ õ£ƒè.. Þ™¬ôù£ 
ð‚èˆ¶ô CƒèŠÌ˜, ñ«ôSò£ †KŠ Ü®ƒè. âù‚° 
ªîK…êõƒè Üƒè Þ¼‚è£ƒè. Üƒè îƒA‚èô£‹...”

“ê£˜, ªó£‹ð î£ƒ‚v ê£˜. Ýù£, Üƒªè™ô£‹ 
ï‹ð ðœO‚Ãì‹ Þ™L«ò ê£˜. vì£çŠ Ï‹, 
A÷£v Ï‹v, ï£¡ ªõ„ê «õŠð ñó‹, M¬÷ò£†´ 
¬ñî£ù‹, â†ªê†ó£, â†ªê†ó£, â¶¾‹ cƒè ªê£™ø 
Þìƒè«÷ Þ¼‚è£«î ê£˜. âŠð® ê£˜ «ð£ø¶? 
â¡ù£ô ï‹ð ðœO‚Ãìˆî å¼ ï£ Ãì ð£‚èñ£ 
Þ¼‚è º®ò£¶ ê£˜. âŠð¾‹ ÞƒA«ò Þ¼‚èµ‹... 
Þ«î vÃ™ô«ò ãî£õ¶ õ°Š¹ô Þ¼‚°‹«ð£«î 
ªêˆ¶Š«ð£Œìµ‹ ê£˜..”, ²Š¬ðò£M¡ è‡èœ 
èôƒAù.

“vì£Š Þ† ²Š¬ðò£. ä Fƒ Î «ýš è‹ð™û¡ 
®ú£ì˜. ä e¡ æ C  ®. ï™ô ì£‚ì¬óŠ ð£ˆ¶ 
†g†ªñ‡†...” 

õ£êL™ Göô£ì«õ, õ£‚Aòˆ¬î º®‚è£ñ™, 
ªý„ªê‹ ì‚ªè¡Á «ð„¬ê GÁˆF‚ èî¬õ «ï£‚A, 

“õ£ƒè ó£ñA¼wí¡.”

ó£ñA¼wí¡ å¼ ç¬ð½ì¡ ªý„ªê‹ Ü¬ø‚°œ 
¸¬ö‰î£˜. ²Š¬ðò£ ÜƒA¼Šð¬îŠ ð£˜ˆ¶ ÜF˜‰¶, 
«õ‡ì£ ªõÁŠð£è «ôê£è„ CKˆî£˜. Hø°, “â„ â‹ 
ê£˜, ï‹ð ¹¶ê£ Ýó‹H‚Aø ê‹ñ˜ è‹ŠÎ†ì˜ 
®Š«÷£ñ£ A÷£ú§‚° Þ¶õ¬ó‚°‹ ï‹ð vì£Šv 
â†´ «ð˜ â¡«ó£™ ð‡E Þ¼‚è£ƒè. ð‚èˆ¶ô 
Þ¼‚Aø ð£ƒ‚ vì£çŠv å¼ ðˆ¶ «ð˜. eF 
â™ô£¼‹ ðŠO‚. A÷£v ªû†Î™ «ð£†®¼‚«è¡ 
ê£˜. cƒè ð£ˆ¶ æ«è ªê£™L†¯ƒèù£ â™ô£¼‚°‹ 
ÜçHCòô£ ªô†ì˜ ÜÂŠHóô£‹”. ó£ñA¼wí¡ 
ªè£´ˆî ç¬ð¬ô ªý„ªê‹ ð£˜ˆî£˜. ÜõKì‹ 
ã«î«î£ «èœMè¬÷‚ «è†ì£˜. 

²Š¬ðò£ ñ¾ùñ£è Þ¬îªò™ô£‹ ð£˜ˆ¶‚ 
ªè£‡®¼‰î£˜. î£Â‹ Þ«î «ð£™ Cô õ¼ìƒèÀ‚° 
º¡¹ «õªø£¼ ªý„ªê‹Iì‹, î£‹ å¼ ªû†Î™ 
è£‡Hˆî¶ G¬ù¾‚° õ‰î¶. å¼ ðˆ¶ ðF¬ù‰¶ 
GIìƒèœ Üõ˜èœ à¬óò£ìL™ è¬ó‰îù. 

“ªõK °† ó£ñA¼wí¡. âšKFƒ ½‚v °†. 
è‹ŠÎ†ì˜ A÷£v «ñ 16Ý‹ «îF Ýó‹H‚Aøî£ 
â™ô£¼‚°‹ Þ¡çð£˜‹ ð‡E´ƒè” 

“û¨˜ ê£˜. «îƒ‚Î” â¡Á ó£ñA¼wí¡ 
ªõO«òPù£˜.

“æ! ²Š¬ðò£ ê£˜, cƒè Þ¡Â‹ «ð£è¬ôò£? Þ†v 
ªè†®ƒ «ô† çð£˜ I... è¬ìCò£ àƒèA†ì 
â¡ù ªê£™L†´¼‰«î¡... ‹...” î¡ ªïŸPJ™ 
Móô£™ «ôê£èˆ î†®‚ªè£‡«ì, “Ý èªó‚†. ïš 
ä Kªñ‹ð˜... ì£‚ì˜ ðˆF ªê£™L†®¼‰«î¡. 

ì£‚ì˜ õê‰F‚° å¼ «ï£† ªè£´‚è«ø¡. ªó£‹ð 
ï™ô ¬ê‚ò£® Kv†. Üõƒè¬÷ àì«ù «ð£JŠ 
ð£¼ƒè” â¡ø£˜.

“ê£˜, ä Ý‹ Ý™¬ó†, ä Ý‹ ï£† Þ¡«ú¡. ð†, 
î£ƒ‚v çð£˜ »õ˜ è¡ê˜¡. Üªî™ô£‹ Þ¼‚è†´‹ 
ê£˜. å¼ Mûò‹ ªó£‹ð ªó‚ªõv† ð‡E‚ 
«è†´‚è«ø¡. ªêŒiƒè÷£?”

“â¡ù? ªì™ e”, õ£˜ˆ¬î ßó‹ Þ™ô£ñ™ õ‰î¶.

“ÞŠ«ð£ ã«î£ è‹ŠÎ†ì˜ ®Š«÷£ñ£ A÷£v ðˆF 
«ðC‚A†´ Þ¼‰bƒè«÷... Ü¬îŠðF ªè£…ê‹ 
Mõó‹ ªê£™ô º®»ñ£...” ²Š¬ðò£ Þ¿ˆî£˜.

“âv. ê‹ñ˜ô Ýó‹H‚A«ø£‹. îI›ï£´ 
Üø‚è†ì¬÷J¡ àîMò£™ Þ‰î è‹ŠÎ†ì˜ 
«è£˜v ïì‚èŠ «ð£¾¶. å¼ õ¼û «è£˜v... 
â¶‚° «è‚èlƒè Ü¶ ðˆF ? æ !! ¹K»¶. ¹K»¶, 
Ü‰î‚ «è£˜¬ê ï£¡ ̄ „ ð‡í õó†´ñ£Â «è‚èŠ 
«ð£lƒè÷£? õ£† â «ü£‚... ý... ý£...” â¡Á 
àó‚è„ CKˆî£˜ ªý„ªê‹.

“«ï£ ê£˜... ä õ£¡† ́  â¡«ó£™ Ýv â vÇì‡†”, 
Ü¬ñFò£è„ ªê£¡ù£˜ ²Š¬ðò£.

“ššššõ£†?” ªý„ªê‹ ºèˆF™ Üˆî¬ù 
ÜF˜„C.

“Ýñ£ ê£˜, ï£¡ vÃ½‚°œ«÷ ÞQ«ñ õó‚Ãì£¶µ 
ªê£™L†¯ƒè. â¡ e¶ cƒè â™ô£¼‹ õ„C¼‰î 
Ü¡¹ ÞŠð ªó£‹ð‚ ªè£ø…² «ð£„². ê£K 
ê£˜, ªè£¬øò¬ô... ²ˆîñ£ Ü¡«ð Þ™ô£ñŠ 
«ð£„². Ü¡HŸ°‹ à‡«ì£ Ü¬ì‚°‹ î£›Â 
ªê£¡ùªî™ô£‹ ªð£Œò£Š «ð£Œ®„². ï£¡ 
àœ÷ õó‚Ãì£¶Â ðœO‚Ãì «è† î£›Šð£œ 
«ð£†¯ƒè... õ£†„«ñ¬ù õ„² àœ÷ õó‚Ãì£¶Â 
î´ˆbƒè. õ£ˆFò£ó£ˆ î£«ù õó‚Ãì£¶. å¼ 
ñ£íõù£ Þ‰î vÃ™ è£‹ð¾‡´‚°œ«÷ 
õóô£«ñ ê£˜! Ü¶‚° â‰îˆ î¬ì»‹ Þ¼‚è£F™ô? 
îò¾ªê…² â¡¬ù Ü‰î è‹ŠÎ†ì˜ «è£˜²ô 
vÇì‡†-Ý «êˆ¶‚èƒè ê£˜.... Ü¡¹‚°ˆ î£› 
«ð£†¯ƒè. è™M‚° «ð£ì£bƒè ê£˜. â‰î õò²ô»‹ 
ð®‚èô£‹ ê£˜. «ì‚ e Ýv â vÇì‡†. è™M‚°‹ 
à‡«ì£ Ü¬ì‚°‹ î£›?” â¡Á Ü¿î£˜ ²Š¬ðò£.

M‚Aˆ¶Š «ð£ù£˜ ªý„ªê‹, 

Þ‡ªì˜è£I™ ó£ñA¼wí¬ù Ü¬öˆ¶, 
“Þ¡ªù£¼ vÇì‡† è‹ŠÎ†ì˜ A÷£v-ô 
«êóŠ«ð£ø£˜. «ñ«ùxªñ‡† «è£†ì£. «ï£ Çû¡ 
çdv. «ï£ ô£Š çdv. vÇì‡† «ð¼ ²Š¬ðò£.. 
Ýñ£ ï‹ð ²Š¬ðò£ ê£˜ î£¡”.

Â
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“«è®™ M¿„ªê™õ‹ è™M ªò£¼õŸ° 
ñ£ì™ô ñŸ¬ø ò¬õ.”

Ý‹, è™M å¡«ø ÜNõŸø ªê™õñ£°‹. 
ÜîŸªè£Šð£ù Cø‰î ªê™õ‹ «õÁ â¶¾‹ 
Þ™¬ô â¡ø õ£Âò˜‰î õœÀõQ¡ 
õ£‚° õ£›‰î, õ£›Aø, õ£öJ¼‚°‹ 
î¬ôº¬øJù˜  ò £ ó £ è  Þ¼ŠHÂ‹ 
â‰ï£†ìõ˜, â‹ñîˆîõó£JÂ‹ ò£õ¼‚°‹ 
ªð£¼‰î‚Ã®ò å¡Á â¡ø£™ Ü¶ I¬èò¡Á. 
õPòõ˜‚° e¬ù‚ ªè£´Šð¬îMì e¡ 
H®‚è‚ èŸÁ‚ªè£´Šð«î ê£ô„ Cø‰î¶. Þ¶ 
ï£‹ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ ÜP‰î å¡Á. Üî¬ùˆî£¡ 
îI›ï£´ Üø‚è†ì¬÷ Ü¼‹ð£´ð†´ 
Ýóõ£óI™ô£ñ™ ªî£‡ì£ŸP õ¼Aø¶

ã†´„ ²¬ó‚è£Œ èP‚° àî¾ñ£? àîõ£¶î£¡. 
Ýù£™ Ü‰î ²¬ó‚è£¬ò M¼ˆF ªêŒò è™M 
àî¾«ñ. è™M â¡ð¶ è™M„ê£¬ôèO™ 
èŸð¶ ñ†´«ñ Ü™ô. è™M„ê£¬ô 
â¡ð¶ è£ô‹ è‡´H®ˆî è÷‹ âùô£‹. 
Ýù£™ Ü÷MìŸèKò ÜÂðõI‚«è£Kì‹ 
èŸÁ‚ªè£œõ¶‹ è™Mî£¡. èŸÁˆ ªîO‰î 
è™Mò£÷˜èOì‹ èŸÁ‚ ªè£œõ¶‹ è™Mî£¡. 
âŠð®‚ èŸA«ø£‹ â¡ð¬îMì â¡ù 
èŸA«ø£‹ â¡ð«î è¼ˆF™ªè£œ÷«õ‡®ò 
å¡Á.

Ü‰î õ¬èJ™ îI›ï£´ Üø‚è†ì¬÷ 
îIöèˆF½œ÷ õPòõ˜èÀ‚° õ£›¾ 
«ñ‹ðì õ£K õöƒ°õ¬î‚ è£†®½‹ Üõ˜î‹ 
õ£›¬õ Üõ˜è«÷ «ñ‹ð´ˆF‚ªè£œÀ‹ 
õ¬èJ™ õêF ªêŒ¶ î¼õ¶ â¡Á‹ 
«ð£ŸÁî½‚°Kò¶. Üî¡ ðE Ý‡ì£‡´ 
ªñ¡«ñ½‹ ªî£ì¼‹ â¡ðF™ ÜŒòI™¬ô.

Ü«î«ð£¡Á, Þƒ«è ÜªñK‚è ñ¡EF™ ïñ¶ 
îI›„êÍè‹ Ü‹ñ£FKò£ù õPòG¬ôJ™ 
Þ¼‚è õ£ŒŠH™¬ô â¡ðîù£™ Ü´ˆîî£è 
è™M‚° ï£‹ ÝŸÁ‹ ðƒ° â¡ù âù 
åšªõ£¼õ¼‹ C‰F‚°‹«ð£¶ ï‹ â‡íˆF™ 
Þò™ð£è àFŠð¶ îI›‚è™M.

ªð£¶õ£è îI¬ö õ÷˜‚A«ø£‹ â¡Á 
Ý˜õI°FJ™ Cô˜  ªê £™õ¶‡´. 
ïñ¶ îI› ªñ£N c‡ì ªï´ƒè£ôñ£è 
Þ¼‰¶õ¼‹ ªñ£N. Üîù£™î£¡ Üî¬ù 
ï£‹ Ièˆ ªî£¡¬ñò£ù ªñ£N â¡Á 
ªê£™A«ø£‹. Ýè, ãŸèù«õ ï¡° õ÷˜‰î 
å¼ ªñ£N¬ò õ÷¼‹ ï£‹, õ÷˜‚A«ø£‹ 
â¡Á ªê£™õ¬îMì ªî£ì˜A«ø£‹ â¡Á 
ªê£™õ«î ê£ôŠªð£¼ˆî‹. 

Þƒ° ð™«õÁ ñ£è£íƒèO™ ÞòƒAõ¼‹ 
îI› Ü¬ñŠ¹èœ, èì‰î ðô Ý‡´è÷£è 
î¡ùôñŸø î¡ù£˜õô˜è÷£™ îI›‚ 
è™M¬ò î¬ôò£òŠ ðEò£è‚ ªè£‡´ 
ªêò™ð†´ õ¼õî¬ù ï£‹ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ 
ÜP«õ£‹. Üî¡ªð£¼†´ Ü¬ùˆ¶ˆ 
îI›ŠðœOè÷¶ «ï£‚è‹, Ü¡¬ùˆ îI¬ö 
ÜòôèˆF™ õ£¿‹ ïñ¶ îI›„êÍè Þ¬÷ò 
î¬ôº¬øJùKì‹ ªè£‡´ ªê¡Á Þ¡Â‹ 
ðô Ý‡´èÀ‚° îI›ªñ£N¬ò c®ˆ¶ 
G¬ôˆF¼‚è„ ªêŒò «õ‡´‹ â¡ð«î.

Ü«î«ïóˆF™ Üõ˜èœ èŸ°‹ îI› Üõ˜è÷¶ 
ðœOJ¡ Þó‡ì£‹ ªñ£NŠ ð£ìˆFŸ° 
àîõ„ ªêŒ»‹ õ¬èJ™, Cô ðœOèœ 
îI¿‚° ñFŠd´ ªðŸÁˆ î¼õF™ 
º¬ùŠ¹ è£†®õ¼õ¶ ã¬ùò ðœOèÀ‚° 
á‚èñO‚è‚Ã®ò õ¬èJ™ Ü¬ñ‰F¼‚Aø¶.

å«ó è™L™ Þó‡´ ñ£ƒè£Œ. Ý‹, îI› 
î¬ôº¬ø î£‡® ªî£ì˜õ¶ ñ†´ñ™ô. 
Ü«î î¬ôº¬ø‚°‹ î‚è õ¬èJ™ àî¾õ¶‹ 
Ý°‹. Üƒ«è îIöèˆF™ î¬ôò£òˆ îI› 
î£‡ìõñ£´Aø¶. Þƒ«è ÜòôèˆF™ 
Ü¡¬ùˆîI› Ü®ªî£ì˜Aø¶.

èŸ°‹ îIö£™ ðò¡ªðÁ«õ£‹! èŸø îIö£™ 
ªîO¾Á«õ£‹!! 

Üòôè ñ‡E™ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ Þ¬í«õ£‹; 
Ü¡¬ùˆîI› ªî£ì˜«õ£‹!! õí‚è‹!

Â

è™M‚°‹ à‡«ì£ è†´Šð£´
è¼.ñ£E‚èõ£êè‹, ý¨vì¡, ªì‚êv
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l Specialty in Residential Foreclosures and  
Short Sale properties

l Buyers and Sellers representative

l Knowledge in Vasthu

l Closed more than 120 millions

l SENIOR Residential Specialist - SRES

l Certified Residential Specialist - CRS

l Certified Negotiation Expert - CNE

l Accreted Buyer Agent - ABR

It’s the experience
T.R. VISWANATHAN

ABR, CRS, SRES CNE

847.804.8610
RE/MAX Hall of Fame

Multimillion dollar Producer 
RE/MAX Platinum club Member Since 2003

D E S T I N Y

www.trrealtor.net
trvichu@att.net

1080 Nerge Road, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Office: 847.352.5200 Fax: 847.352.5201

For all your real estate needs and Free Consultation, call

T.R. Viswanathan @ 847.804.8610
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There is a huge gap in education between rural 
and urban Tamil Nadu. The poorest of the poor (> 10 
Million children) benefit from 36,000 government 
schools functioning in about 30,000 villages. The TNF-
ABC model was conceived, piloted, and developed over 
two academic years (2011-12 and 2012-13) by a study 
team that included students, teachers, parents, school 
officials, educationalists and representatives from Tamil 
Nadu Foundation (TNF) in Chennai and U.S.A. 

The TNF-ABC project, now in its 3rd year of 
implementation in 2013-2014 academic year, has 
evolved and focuses on the fundamentals of education 
and life (similar to ABC, the first three letters of the 
English alphabet). The project was initially initiated in 
eight schools in Sivagangai district in February 2012. 
The funding came from TNF’s 2010 convention held in 
Philadelphia. Due to its success and excellent acceptance 
by all stakeholders, the project was expanded to Vellore 
district in 2013-2014 with financial support from TNF’s 
Chennai and New York Chapters and the Tamil Sangam of 
Central Indiana. Chicago Tamil Sangam and the Chicago 
Chapter of TNF have agreed to dedicate the entire 
net proceeds from TNF’s 2014 convention in Chicago 
to launch the TNF-ABC project in Cuddalore district. 
Plans are being developed to expand the project to 
Virudhunagar districts during 2014-15 academic year 
with support from Dallas Metroplex Tamil Sangam, and 
Dallas and Austin Chapters of TNF. Initial discussions are 
in progress to identify suitable schools for the project in 
Madurai and Nagapattinam districts.

The three unique aspects of the  
TNF-ABC Model are:

A. Achieving Grade Level Proficiency - Uplifting the 
“Slow Learners”

l As part of Government of India’s “Education for All” 
scheme, up to 8th grade education is compulsory and 
free, and all students must be promoted until they 
reach 9th grade, even if a student scores below 35% 
(passing grade) in the final exams. The true intent of 
the government was to keep failing school children 

from being taken away from schools by naxalites and 
terrorists, particularly in North Indian states.

l Unfortunately,  this caused several adverse 
consequences, Most students reach 9th grade 
without proficiency for that grade, with some unable 
to write the alphabets or even worse, unable to write 
their own name in Tamil. They fail in 9th grade or drop 
out of schools because of academic pressure.

l 30 to 50% of students across Tamil Nadu’s government 
schools cannot read/write at their grade level. 

l Teachers are accountable for achieving good results 
in 10th grade public exam, so there is intensive 
coaching at the 10th grade level. Post Graduate 
teachers take care of 11th and 12th students. 
Students from 6th to 9th are the ones left out of any 
focused initiative.

l Regular teachers have no time to focus on the slow 
learners because of the pressure from officials to 
cover the syllabus in time before the end of the 
school year.

l TNF’s Solution: Special evening classes are conducted 
in the adopted schools by specially appointed 
teachers for students identified as “slow learners” by 
their class teachers. The intent of these classes is to 
provide the moral boost and help students develop 
the proficiency to learn the fundamentals and pass 
the final exam that year. Most of these students have 
failed in all the subjects in the half-yearly exams.

l A local TNF project coordinator visits these schools 
regularly and manages all project needs for 
the district. TNF has signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) with the Government of Tamil 
Nadu and this enables our Project Coordinator to 
work directly with the schools and district officials.

B. Building the Morale

l	With the rapid growth of convents and English 
Medium schools in villages, there is a growing 
concern that students in government schools in 

TNF - ABC PROJECT
Ýƒ«è£˜ ã¬ö‚° â¿ˆîPMˆî™

Somalay Somasundaram and Manmatha Devi
Co-Chairs, TNF - ABC Study Team
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the villages have no bright future. On the contrary, 
illustrious leaders like Dr. Abdul Kalam went to such 
schools.

l	TNF-ABC Model also focuses on building the morale 
of average and above average students (in 10th to 
12th grade) in adopted schools by inculcating the 
following values through training sessions, seminars, 
library visits, computer training, educational tours 
and other such focused activities:

 o Self confidence
o Communication skills
o Time management
o Motivation
o Memory capacity
o Goal setting
o Self-discipline
o Human relations
o Hard work and smart work

l	10th and 12th grade public exams are important 
milestones in a student’s life and significantly 
influence their future. By organizing free coaching 
classes by well trained teachers, TNF-ABC projects 
enables the students to better prepare for these key 
exams and pursue their dream for higher education

l	About 10% of students fail in the public exams (10th 
and 12th) and a good portion of them lose interest in 
education, get unmotivated, and feel left out by their 
parents and the society. TNF-ABC model is enrolling 
these students in “Earn while you Learn” programs in 

partnership with certain technology companies by 
providing them vocational training and suitable job 
placement upon completion of training. This project 
is providing the much needed inspiration and hope 
to these rural students.

C. Championing for Higher Aspirations

l With the help of the Head Master and teachers, 
students with higher aspirations and capability are 
identified, and their aspirations are nurtured through 
individual or group oriented initiatives such as:

 o College visits
 o Career guidance
 o Mentoring
 o College application process support
 o Scholarships 
 o Internships
 o Job placement
 o Becoming role models for other students in their

school/village 

Ü¡ùêˆFó‹ ÝJó‹ ¬õˆî™
Ýôò‹ ðFù£Jó‹ ï£†ì™
H¡ù¼œ÷ î¼ñƒèœ ò£¾‹
ªðò˜ M÷ƒAªò£Oó GÁˆî™
Ü¡ùò£MÂ‹ ¹‡Eò‹ «è£®
Ýƒ«è£˜ ã¬ö‚° â¿ˆîPMˆî™

- ñè£èM ð£óFò£˜

Â

“îI›ï£´ Üø‚è†ì¬÷ò£™ âƒèœ Hœ¬÷èÀ‚° ï™ô è£ô‹ Hø‚°¶” â¡Aø£˜ Cõèƒ¬è ñ£õ†ì‹ õ´è£Šð¬ò 
«ê˜‰î å¼ °´°´Š¬ð‚è£óK¡ ñ¬ùM.
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Greenleaf EMG
www.greenleafEMG.com

1419 Peterson Rd
Libertyville, IL 60048

Ph: 847.918.1442
Fax: 847.327.3882

Pavithra
Auto l Home l Life l Business

For all your Insurance needs

630.696.4504
rpavithra@farmersagent.com

FARMERSSM INSURANCE

Bharathi Swaminathan M.D.
Board Certified Electromyographer

Certified Accounting & Tax, Inc
506 B Zenith Dr. Glenview, IL 60025

Incorporation, Sales Tax, Payroll, Business and Personal Income Tax & Accounting

Ph: (888) OUR-CPA-1, 888.687.2721,  224.567.8089
Fax: 847.890.6267

Ourcpa1@gmail.com

Andrew P Thomas CPA
Cell: 847.702.3877

Joseph Chamakala CPA
Cell: 847.370.5673

FREE
Electronic 

Filing
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Paari Vallal ($5000 and above)
l Mrs. Rohini & Mr. Ram Thukkaram
l Dr. Geetha & Mr. Paul Pandian
l Dr. Padmavathy &  

Mr. Mike Manickam
l Dr. Mallika & Mr. Mani Rajendran
l Mrs. Jaya & Mr. Veera Venugopal
l Mrs. Kalai & Mr. Somu Thiru
l Mrs. Geetha & Mr. Venkat Ravilla
l Mrs. Rajaselvam & Mr. P.K. Aravazhi
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l Mrs. & Mr. Jai Prakash
l Mrs. & Dr. Krishnan
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l Mrs. Sunantha & Dr. Rammohan
l Mrs. Sasi & Mr. Santharam
l Dr. Vanji & Dr. Karthik Ananth
l Mrs. Maliga Janakiraman &  

Dr. V. Janakiraman
l Dr. M. Sankaran
l Mrs. Vedavalli &  

Mr. Murugan Kannan
l Mrs. Vaiju & Mr. Sesh Sundaram
l Mr. Murugesh Kasilingam
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l Dr. Narmadha &  

Mr. Ram Kuppusamy
l Mrs. Renuka & Dr. S. Palanisamy
l Mrs. Lakshmi &  

Mr. Mani Gunasekaran
l Mrs. Ratna & Dr. S. Deivanayagam
l Dr. Sankari & Mr. D. Sivasailam
l Mrs. Hemalatha &  

Mr. Rajesh Thangarajan
l Mrs. Pushpa &  

Mr. Ramesh Soundararajan
l Mrs. Devi &  

Mr. Venkat Muthukumar

l Mrs. Ramya &  
Mr. Vijay Balakrishnan

l Mrs. Anupama &  
Mr. Saranathan Krishnan

l Mrs. Valliammal &  
Dr. A. Dakshinamurthi

l Mrs. Rani & Dr. Xavier Roche
l Mrs. Akila &  

Mr. Madhu Matheswaran
l Mrs. Sujatha &  

Mr. Socrates Ponnuswamy
l Mrs. Kala &  

Mr. Sivashankar Moopanar
l Mrs. Subhashini &  
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l Mrs. Annam & Mr. Raj Rajendran
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Mr. Murali Santhanam
l Mrs. Asha & Mr. Mani Manda
l Mr. David Rattan
l Mrs. & Mr. Raj Kumar
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l Mrs. Supriya &  
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Mr. Anand S Anandan
l Mrs. Kalpana & Mr. Velu Muthu

Thaanam ($500 to $999)
l Mrs. Fazeetha & Mr. Abdul Rahman
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l Dr. V.G. Dev
l Mr. Velliappan Somasundaram
l Mrs. Kasthuri &  

Mr. Gomes Ganapathy
l Mr. Narayanan Ramasamy
l Mrs. Usha Chandra
l Mrs. Chitra & Mr. Tony Susai
l Mrs. Priya &  

Mr. Varadheesh Chennakrishnan
l Mr. Palaniappa Gandhi
l Mrs. Akila & Mr. Ponnusamy
l Mrs. Prema &  

Mr. Natarajan Thavamani
l Dr. Manonmani Arul
l Mrs. Kalaiselvi &  

Mr. Gomathinayagam Ramachandran
l Mrs. Shanthi & Mr. Velu Palani
l Mrs. Santhi & Mr. Raj Natarajan
l Ms. Veni Nagarajan
l Mr. Venkatanarayan Adhmanaapa
l Mr. Mariappan Suresh
l Mrs. Masilamani & Mr. P. Manickam
l Mr. Narayanan Ramasamy
l Mr. Venkata Ramani
l Mrs. & Mr. Ramalingam 

Balamohan
l Mrs. & Mr. Narayanan Ramasamy
l Mrs. Shoba &  

Mr. Arasar AT Arullallar
l Mrs. Usha & Mr. Ram Muthu
l Mrs. Viji & Mr. Balaji Kandasami
l Mrs. & Mr. Raman Swamy
l Mrs. Rajam & Mr. David Amalraj
l Mrs. Nisha & Mr. Yogesh Vijayan
l Mrs. Booma &  

Mr. Ramamoorthy Sundar
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Numeric Technologies
www.numerictech.com

CONGRATULATIONS

To

Tamil Nadu Foundation   &   Chicago Tamil Sangam

For Celebrating Over 40 Years of  
Service to Communities

Best Wishes From






